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Modeling Patient Dynamics for Commercial Forecasting
On-demand webinar
Aired: Thursday, December 2, 2021

Register now for free!
www.pharmexec.com/pe_p/
commercial_forecasting

SPEAKERS:
Rick Johnston, PhD
Senior Software Solutions Lead, IQVIA
David Wolter, MBA
VP Consulting Services, IQVIA
MODERATOR:
Lisa Henderson
Editorial Director, Pharmaceutical Executive

Commercial forecasting in the pharmaceutical industry has
always focused around understanding patient behavior. With
an increasing amount of competition, patients are switching
therapies more often and treatment paradigms are becoming
more complex. But until now, getting accurate data around
patients and how they start therapy, persist through therapy,
and transition to different lines of therapy has been difficult.
In this webinar, we’ll talk through ways to improve forecast
accuracy through more precise, data-driven modeling of
patient
dynamics.
We’ll review
methodologies, processes and
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tools that can help forecasters to better reflect the realities
of their market and avoid oversimplification – some of which
can have significant impacts on forecast accuracy, especially
in the launch window.
Join us to learn more about patient-based forecasting and
how to improve your commercial forecast accuracy.
3 Key Takeaways
• Common simplifying assumptions around patients and
how they impact forecast accuracy
• Understanding of patient-flow calculation methodologies

Presented by:

Sponsored by:

CONTACT US
forecasthorizon@iqvia.com
For technical questions about this webinar,
please contact Julia Longo at JLongo@mjhlifesciences.com

Copyright © 2021 IQVIA. All rights reserved.

• Use of real-world data to better estimate patient flow
and persistence
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Pharma Forward
From sourcing to psychedelics, and Chinese biotech to
branding, our editors write about what’s on the horizon
in Pharm Exec’s annual industry outlook feature

W

hile it can be difficult to get back to the grindstone after a
holiday break, I always look forward to our January issue.
Our annual industry outlook is a great way to reset our focus
and concentrate on what to look out for in the coming months.
This year, our editors take a look at some interesting trends.
We highlight the powerful forward path of Chinese biotech and how it compares to the recent biotech boom in the West. Also on a global level, we evaluate the issues plaguing pharma’s sourcing chain around the world and examine
how that might evolve. Though psychedelic medicines have a long history, it
seems the time has come for them to demonstrate their value in a pharma landscape in need of more mental health therapy options. In the areas of oncology
and rare disease, we look at how some of the mRNA-based modalities, which
have their roots in these areas, recently found their moment to shine during
COVID-19 and are ready to ride the immunology wave and prove their potential. Establishing pharma brands based on company rather than product—for
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example, how people refer to COVID vaccines as the Pfizer, Moderna, or J&J
one, not by their product names—also became a marketing trend with COVID’s
emergency use authorizations. The growing role of social influencers in the
industry is also discussed. Keeping with that digital theme is an article on the
influx of digital solutions in pharma. Finally, we examine the increased presence of third-party entities that is erecting barriers to pharmaceutical benefits,
leaving patients and pharma struggling. To hear more about our outlook trends
for 2022 and beyond, tune into the Pharm Exec podcast this month.
Of course, there are plenty of other timely topics covered in this issue, too.
Sumitovant CEO Myrtle Potter discusses her dedication to drive value in pharma
and the factors that have helped her achieve success along the way. And for more
digital insights, read our Q&A on digital quality transformation, contributed by
Veeva Systems.
Mike Hennessy Jr.
President and CEO
of MJH Life Sciences™
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M

ichael J. Hennessy Sr., beloved chairman and CEO
rights to legacy medical meetings, including the annual Miami
of MJH Life Sciences, parent company of PharmaBreast Cancer Conference.
ceutical Executive, recently passed away.
Hennessy’s commitment to improving the lives of patients with
Hennessy spent his career turning his passion for
cancer is deeply rooted within the halls of MJH Life Sciences. As
building businesses and creating jobs into a run of successful vena complement to the industry-leading OncLive platform, he develtures and brands. Following his graduation from Rider University
oped the Giants of Cancer Care awards to recognize the leaders
in 1982, he started his career in medical publishing as a sales
and pioneers who often go unrecognized for their contributions to
trainee. In 1986, Hennessy became chief operating officer of Medadvancing oncology care. He further strengthened his commitment
ical World Business Press, which was part of the
to education by acquiring CURE Media Group in
launch of medical newspapers and media prod2014, followed by the purchase of the Chemotherapy
ucts. The company prospered and was eventually
Foundation Symposium, in his quest to provide oncolsold to a Boston-based venture capital firm.
ogy professionals with focused education on innovaHennessy launched Multimedia Healthcare,
tive cancer therapy.
LLC, in 1993 and built a portfolio of award-winIn 2019, MJH Life Sciences made its largest acquining clinical journals. In 2001, Freedom Commusition to date when it acquired the Healthcare and
nications, Inc., acquired Multimedia Healthcare.
Industry Sciences divisions of UBM Medica, doubling
At the time, Hennessy was pioneering a new
its size and adding legacy titles such as Medical Economapproach to publishing with Intellisphere, LLC
ics and Pharmaceutical Executive to its already impressive
(now part of MJH Life Sciences). Guided by the
portfolio. This acquisition made the organization the
MICHAEL J. HENNESSY SR.
principles of innovation and entrepreneurial spirit,
largest independently owned medical communicaFounder, MJH Life Sciences™
and reflecting its founder’s dedication to improving
tions company in North America.
1960–2021
quality of life through healthcare research and
Later in 2019, Hennessy elevated his own role to
education, Intellisphere publishes integrated print and digital prodchairman while naming his son Michael J. Hennessy Jr. to assume
ucts focusing on a range of topics in research and clinical medicine.
the leadership role of the organization and carry on the family
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
To build a comprehensive multimedia and education platform,
legacy. Under his son’s leadership, the company enhanced its global
Hennessy added additional companies and capabilities to the MJH
potential by entering into a long-term partnership with BDT
Life Sciences portfolio. In 2004, he acquired Healthcare Research
Capital Partners, LLC, in November 2021.
Due to his broad business and educational experience, and
Analytics, a leader in healthcare market research for over 30 years.
knowledge of challenges in New Jersey, Hennessy’s counsel and
In 2005, Hennessy acquired ArcMesa Educators, LLC, leaders in
insight had been sought by several organizations, including his
online certification for healthcare professionals.
alma mater Rider University, where he served on the Board of
In February 2008, Hennessy acquired the journals Pharmacy
Trustees and was elected to the executive committee.
Times and The American Journal of Managed Care, both recognized in
Hennessy was preceded in death by his wife, Patrice Hennessy,
their respective markets as authoritative, trusted media platforms.
who bravely battled cancer for almost 10 years until her death in
In April 2011, MJH Life Sciences acquired Physicians’ Education
January 2020. Hennessy donated $4 million to Rider University
Resource, LLC (PER), an accredited continuing medical education
to expand the Science and Technology Center at their alma mater.
company that is an industry leader in producing high-quality oncolThe Mike & Patti Hennessy Science and Technology Center is set
ogy and hematology meetings and conferences. The PER acquisito be completed in 2022.
tion included multichannel enduring educational activities and the
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As CEO of Sumitovant Biopharma, Myrtle
Potter has used her entrepreneurship,
determination, and inclusive attitude to
help her persevere and achieve her highest
goals while overseeing five companies—
Myovant, Urovant, Enzyvant, Altavant,
and Spirovant.
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Major Challenges
Lie Ahead for FDA
and Biopharma
Progress in 2022 will require nimble action across several fronts

I

n the coming months, public health officials and biopharmaceutical companies will need to address the ongoing
effects of COVID-19, while continuing to develop and produce vital new vaccines and therapies. FDA is relying on
swift reauthorization of industry-paid user fee programs to maintain smooth operations, as well as Congressional action on policies
affecting the agency and biomedical R&D. These imperatives,
however, may be sidelined by mid-term elections in November
2022, where the pandemic response and access to medicines and
healthcare services will be prominent issues. Drug pricing will
remain a highly charged topic, as the debate continues over patents and the need for global vaccination efforts to control COVID.
MASTER
In a notable change, FDA will regain Robert Califf as commissioner, who held the top job at the end of the Obama administration. The Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions
(HELP) Committee held a hearing last month to confirm Califf,
who promises to provide much-needed permanent leadership at
the agency. Many experienced staffers have struggled with uncertainty over FDA’s future and resources, making the first order of
business for Califf a major staff hiring program to ensure the quality and stability of the agency’s workforce.
FDA benefitted last year from the expert leadership of Acting
Commissioner Janet Woodcock, and she may stay at FDA under
Califf to further implement reforms of the agency’s IT and management systems and long-debated research and manufacturing
initiatives. FDA and industry face ongoing challenges in managing trials and dealing with supply chain issues that limit manufacturer access to ingredients and supplies. The fast expansion of
research on gene and cellular therapies has taxed FDA scientists
and reviewers, as have mounting requests from sponsors for meetings to discuss accelerated approval of cutting-edge therapies.
In addition to addressing difficulties related to medical product
development and marketing, Califf will need to deal with many
critical regulatory and policy issues. Misuse and abuse of opioids
continues to escalate, while appropriate oversight of e-cigarettes
and vaping products are in the spotlight. FDA also needs to deal
with Congressional concerns about the regulation of cannabisderived compounds in foods and dietary supplements.

JANUARY 2022

JILL WECHSLER
is Pharmaceutical Executive’s
Washington Correspondent.
She can be reached at
jillwechsler7@gmail.com

Effective FDA oversight of new medical products requires
timely reauthorization of user fee programs that are critical for
maintaining FDA’s efficient regulatory processes for drugs and
biologics (PDUFA VII), for generic drugs (GDUFA III), and for
biosimilars (BsUFA III). FDA officials have collaborated with
industry representatives in crafting new “commitment letters” for
implementing program and fee updates linked to product development, application vetting, and manufacturing oversight.
The need for Congress to approve programs such as these by
Sept. 30, 2022, paves the way for additional FDA-related measures, including the Cures 2.0 bill that aims to enhance biomedical research and approval of new therapies, particularly for serious
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
and orphan diseases. The proposal also advances real-world evidence and patient-reported outcomes in development, and supports the authorization of complex generics and biosimilars.
POST-PANDEMIC PLANNING
During the past two years, biopharma companies adopted innovations in research and manufacturing to enable the quick scale
up and expanded production of vital vaccines and therapies.
Such advances in modern manufacturing systems and quality
initiatives have reduced the need for agency oversight and inspections, and these changes will continue. FDA looks to rely more
on manufacturer records, inspection reports, and regulatory
decisions by trusted foreign regulatory agencies, and on remote
facility assessments, and less on real-time site inspections.
Global harmonization in regulatory policies will support such
approaches, as the pandemic continues to illustrate the need for
the testing and production of medical treatments around the
world. The International Council for Harmonization (ICH) supports such efforts as it further advances guidelines to modernize
the conduct of trials and quality risk assessment by manufacturers.
FDA’s process for quickly authorizing access to new antiCOVID vaccines and treatments through Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) also will face added scrutiny. The agency will further urge sponsors to seek permanent approval of EUA products
or phase out their production. At the same time, policy makers
will look to improve planning for future health emergencies.
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Brand Insights - Product Launch

Preparing for the
Implications of
Price Transparency
Does the pharma industry need to brace itself today for the impact
of price transparency on commercialization and market access?

ecause there are staggering costs in developing
innovative therapies and bringing them to market, it
is imperative that we correctly launch new drugs.
Payer influence is growing, and the market is shifting
toward targeting smaller patient populations with multifaceted
needs, so developing and executing a strategy that showcases a
product’s accessibility and profitability is key. The established
price of a therapy across fragmented markets and payers is not
just the foundation of a successful global launch. It is also the
MASTER
culmination of demand analysis based on market and customer
needs, product differentiation, account segmentation, health
outcomes, and regulatory constraints—all of which directly
impact market access and can affect price.
Some argue that net price transparency will reduce the cost
of medicines and encourage an uptick in access to therapies.
Knowing what prices have been established in a given country
and what prices have been established with a given payer in the
US can provide a reference point to ensure the former does not
exceed the latter. The likely economic consequences of
commercializing a therapy driven by price transparency have
been widely modeled, but different conclusions have been drawn
on the possible impact to patients and to payers. What is clear,
however, is that as laws and regulations continue to change
regarding price transparency, pharmaceutical manufacturers
need to become more versed in the implications of nondifferential
pricing and prepare for a future in which their control over payers
could be more limited.
In the US, a number of states have enacted drug pricing
transparency laws that require drug supply chain entities—such
as manufacturers, pharmacy benefit managers, and health
plans—to report the launch prices of therapies and subsequent
price increases.
Those laws, however, do not unmask the true net price, an
amount known only by the payer and the manufacturer.

Group health plan sponsors could face new disclosure and
transparency requirements under multiple laws and regulations,
such as the No Surprises Act; the Consolidated Appropriations
Act, 2021; and the Transparency in Coverage Final Rule, should
the regulation and reporting requirements be finalized and
implemented.
Furthermore, it is well known that Health and Human Services
(HHS) Secretary Xavier Becerra wants to lower drug prices, in
part by allowing the HHS head to negotiate Medicare drug prices
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
directly with manufacturers, and then make those prices available
to other purchasers.
Possibly as early as July 2022, plans in the US might have to
report, for example, prescription drug expenditures and the
impact of any rebates on expenditures. Manufacturers should
be prepared to expose the net price and understand what the
gross-to-net implications could be if other payers seek to have
the same lowest price available to them.
The political push toward net price transparency does not
end at the border of the US. In 2020, the World Health
Organization published the Oslo Medicines Initiative, which
outlines an approach between governments and industry to
provide equitable access to therapies across the European Union
(EU). That same year, a survey published by the European
Integrated Price Information Database noted that 22 EU
member states reported the use of confidential discounts. That
survey led some EU states to ask that manufacturers provide
price information across EU countries and to report negotiated
discounts. The implementation of a joint EU health technology
assessment (HTA) could turn this request into a requirement.
Although the joint HTA submission is not scheduled until
2025, pharmaceutical companies seeking to launch therapies in
the next three years should evaluate their evidence-generation
strategy to substantiate a pricing position that has broader
implications than currently planned.
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Europe Searches for
Better Collaboration
Across Regulators
Looks to address disconnect between registration and reimbursement

C

loser alignment of evidence for drug registration and
evidence for reimbursement has become an ambition
expressed with increasing frequency and vehemence
in European discussions of medicines policy, and a
respected Belgian research center made some audacious recommendations as to how the gap might be narrowed in a report
published as 2021 came to an end.
KCE’s report, “Evidence gaps for drugs and medical devices
at market entry in Europe and potential solutions” (https://bit.
ly/33T5xmR), emerges at a timely moment, with 2022 a crucial
year in Europe for medicines regulation. The groundwork will
begin this month for Europe’s emerging joint health technology
assessment for drugs, and before the end of the year, the EUMASTER
will
propose a rewrite of its 20-year-old pharmaceutical legislation.
With so much of the European drug evaluation system in the
melting pot over the coming months, the opportunity for change
has never been so apparent.
The disconnect between drug registration and pricing is notorious in Europe. Separate systems govern the two processes—
with the European Medicines Agency (EMA) adjudicating on
the terms of the marketing authorization, and national or
regional health technology assessment (HTA) and pricing bodies deciding on reimbursement. Inevitably, this leads to duplications—and still more problematic, to inconsistencies—in
demands for evidence. As KCE puts it, “the regulatory and payer
processes frequently fail to generate the comparative evidence
required for informed decision making.”
After review of the situation in Europe, the study concludes
that action must be taken to bring the two processes more closely
together. “The pre-market clinical trials generated for medicinal
products should meet not only the regulatory requirements but
also clearly answer the comparative effectiveness questions of
relevance for patients, clinicians, and healthcare payers,” it says.
There is an attractive logic in combining the two, and it is
easy to see why it is an attractive goal. But saying it is one thing.
Getting it done is another. KCE approaches the question by recommending a tightening-up of the expectations for data generation by clinical trials. “The regulators will actively support
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REFLECTOR
is Pharmaceutical Executive’s
correspondent in Brussels

the generation of the necessary comparative data that patients,
clinicians, HTA bodies, and payers need in order to choose the
best treatment,” it says.
The methodology outlined is for a pre-market comparative
randomized clinical trial to be initiated and completed early, in
representative patients, so that HTA bodies can assess the comparative evidence. The trial should compare the innovation with
the standard of care in relevant patients, using patient-relevant
outcomes as trial endpoints. “A placebo-only arm, or sometimes
a sham-only arm, can be added if scientifically and ethically
justified,” according to KCE’s recommendations. The outcomes
should include quality of life, and the use of non-validated surSCIENCE
OF SUCCESS
THE
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endpoints
should be avoided. When the information for
the regulator is available before the comparative evidence, EMA
should issue a novel type of temporary marketing authorization
that requires further follow-up and the completion of comparative trials. Where the clinical questions and evidence requirements of both the regulatory and the HTA processes cannot be
answered using the same trial, a separate pre-market randomized trial is needed that meets the comparative evidence requirements of HTA bodies.
KCE has spelled out its recommendations to regulators and
HTA bodies at great length. But it is rather shorter on its vision
for how regulators and HTA bodies are to be empowered to make
the prescribed shifts in their roles and responsibilities. “This aim
can be achieved by adapting the EU legal framework, with the
support of the member states’ governments and the European
Commission,” it says blandly. But herein will lie challenges every
bit as demanding as the technical and managerial tasks it counsels.
Any talk of adapting legal frameworks in Europe is a step into
intensely political territory—and the EU legal framework is an
intensely political construct, with every dot and comma the outcome of extensive and hard-fought negotiations. The three-year
confrontation that preceded the adoption of the HTA regulation
late in 2021 demonstrates the point. And the fact that the regulation adopted is, after all that, still a weak compromise—necessary
to avoid outright rejection of the more ambitious initial proposal—serves to reinforce the point.
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5 Digital Trends You
Need to Adopt This Year
to Remain Top of Mind
Ensure your tactical plan is up to the new, innovative standards that
your audience expects from their digital experience with your brand

T

his year, digital healthcare marketing is beginning to
take on the new form of elevating the customer
experience due to smarter users, while communicating
the value your brand has to offer by providing the right
messaging, and contact, at the right time. As we gain access to
more technologies, and our audiences get more comfortable with
them, we expect agencies to continue to push the industry
standards by providing healthcare professionals (HCPs) with a
fully immersive, omnichannel experience.
The “Amazonification” of healthcare is upon us. We continue
to learn and grow from the pandemic. More than ever before, our
MASTER
audience’s need for content paired with enhanced technical
capabilities is essential to thrive. Here are some trends you can
begin incorporating today to create a digital strategy built for 2022.
GO HYBRID (WE’RE NOT TALKING CARS!)
Don’t forget to merge the physical with digital every chance you
get. Add QR codes to print pieces, live booth experiences, in-office
materials, and more. Why not continue telling your story, while
collecting insights and analytics? With users of all demographics
fluent with the QR code, we can tap into a realm of new exciting
ways to connect experiences.
INCORPORATE MORE MOVEMENT
With the booming growth of TikTok, all other social networks
have been forced to adapt to feature video content the same way.
Regardless of your target audience’s favorite social platform,
chances are that they now also are featuring video more often
than the traditional images or posts. Don’t be afraid to try
something new—start creating more bite-sized video assets to
utilize across all networks and websites. You would be surprised
by how much of your audience is active on underutilized networks
like Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, Clubhouse, and even Reddit!
BEEF UP YOUR CONTENT AND BRANDING
Web consumption and device usage are on the rise. It’s important
for your brand’s voice and strategy to come across in every piece

that you put out into the world. You never know if your ad will be
viewed next to a competitor within the same indication, or on a
social network next to a meme. According to Dr. Carmen Simon,
neuroscientist and Chief Science Officer at Corporate Visions,
your audience remembers 10% of what you show them. Be sure
to share your story in an easily digestible way to get your message
across and make it easier to remember.
PUT DOWN THE COOKIES
With third-party cookie targeting going away, it’s important to
prepare so that your campaigns don’t suffer. The emphasis on
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
your first-party data growth strategy compels your brand to
establish more meaningful experiences with your users to grow
your audiences and segmentation capabilities. Additionally, it’s
important to weigh your partnerships and placements carefully,
and begin asking for their paid digital placements’ capabilities
across other networks. This strong foundation of first-party data
and partner-specific targeting will help create a cohesive experience
for your target audience. Which brings me to the last trend we are
seeing many focus on this year.
LEAVE NO CHANNEL BEHIND
It’s time to turn disconnected channels into connected experiences
that also provide connected data and insights. Creating a unique
and effective omnichannel, storytelling experience across print
and digital is never easy. Thanks to the insights, we can gather
what our audiences prefer and decide how to optimize placements
based on past performance. You should have everything you need
to strategically message the right users at the right time, and on
the right platform. In addition, thanks to platforms with capabilities
for chatbots, CRM, social, email, text, inventory management,
sales representative communications, and more, the tools and
possibilities for connecting the HCP experience are at our
fingertips. HCPs want the white-glove, Amazon-like experience,
and are now expecting it from us in the pharmaceutical world.
They have experienced what is possible, and now believe it is the
new norm. What will you be innovating in 2022?
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Too Many ‘Chiefs’ or
Are Execs Simply
Getting Their Due?
Questions grow over adding titles to the biopharma C-suite

E

very day I receive emails citing the promotions of executives to new positions. It’s become a sort of alphabet
soup—from CEO to CHRO to CQO. In fact, there
are so many “chiefs” these days that some even have
to share their acronyms—for example CMO can mean chief medical officer or chief marketing officer, and CDO can mean chief
data officer or chief digital officer. It’s getting confusing.
In order to make sense of all these lofty titles, I reached out to
Jeff Aldrich, owner and president of The Aldrich Group, an executive search and organizational development firm. Aldrich agrees
that he has been noticing the wholesale “chiefing” of executive
functions and the emergence of novel titles, especially in biopharma startups, and wider use of some titles in all sectors ofMASTER
the
pharma industry.
On the development side of pharma, Aldrich has seen the title
of chief clinical officer, which might report to the chief medical
officer, more often.
On the commercial side, the chief commercial officer title is
sometimes supplanting or co-opting the chief marketing officer
title, especially at companies where business development (M&A)
is a strong growth driver.
On the technology side, chief information officer is often being
differentiated from but placed on a level with jobs such as chief
technology officer and chief digital officer because companies see
strategic value in having such distinct functions. (For more on
this, my colleague Julian Upton covered Defining the Chief Data
Officer in our October issue, see: https://bit.ly/3rNl6pL.)
The title of chief manufacturing officer is coming on strong,
too, with chief quality officer equally popular. “I’ve been asked
by clients to make the formal argument, supported by survey data,
that the companies with the most well-developed quality cultures
put the senior most quality job on equal or better organizational
footing with the head of manufacturing,” says Aldrich. “Such
companies not only want to send the right message about quality’s
predominance throughout the ranks of the company itself, but
their strategic intent is to send a strong message to regulatory governing bodies that are always looking for signs about quality’s
relative organizational standing, that the function has clout.”
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Though Aldrich has seen a gradual increase in C-level jobs in
Big Pharma during the 25-plus years he’s been in the industry, he
attributes the real proliferation to the rise of venture capital–
backed, clinical-stage biopharma firms. “While big pharma
bestowed C titles gradually and sometimes grudgingly, the emerging biotech industry pulled out the stops,” says Aldrich. “At startup
biopharma firms, it’s not usual now for almost all corporate functions to be headed by ‘chiefs.’”
Ross Grossman, retired senior vice president of human
resources for Regeneron (who refers to his past title now as chief
human resources officer because he finds it most representative),
still consults in early stage biotech planning for growth. While
many
companies
have a rigorous process for granting a “chief”
SCIENCE
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title, Grossman believes most of the newer titles come from companies giving in to pressure from candidates. “In many—if not
most—cases, the role of the top human resources, technology,
diversity, etc. leader did not change,” he says. “After years of
companies attempting to reserve ‘chief’ for the CFO, more and
more leaders in other disciplines wore them down and got the
‘chief’ title, and newly hired leaders demanded it in order to
move over. I think the floodgate broke over the last few years,
and ‘chief’ has now become standard for the top executive in
more and more disciplines.”
Aldrich agrees that competition stoked the general trend to
elevate vice president–level jobs to C level in the industry. As an
executive recruiter, he sees the upward pressure on senior vice
president or executive vice president titles, and on executive titling
overall, as a recruitment and retention phenomenon—especially
in biopharma. “The attraction of equity-based executive compensation with huge upside potential is a hard draw to the biopharma side of the street for the risk-amenable working on the
big pharma side,” he says. “But the opportunity to be a ‘chief’ of
their functional realm has recruiting appeal to self-confident and
ambitious people, too.”
After dipping my toes into this topic, it seems there’s much to
be said on this trend, and we’ll continue our conversation with
industry experts to share those insights in an upcoming feature
(scheduled for June) to address pharma’s “chief” concerns.
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The Importance of
Data Management in
Taking Care of Business
The constantly evolving world of data is forcing pharma companies
to implement new strategies for improved structure

pecialty pharma company AMAG Pharmaceuticals
(acquired by the Covis Pharma Group in November
2020) faced age-old data management challenges: no
single source of truth, data quality issues, and downstream reporting problems. Each of the company’s different
functional areas had its own data, says Marc Sloat, who was
AMAG’s senior director of commercial operations and is now
in the same role at Covis Pharma, “and they leveraged that
data to be their gospel.” Consequently, the company was getting inconsistent answers to the same questions, depending on
who was asked. While there was a centralized data processing
MASTER
solution, it was a “bit of a black box to us,” adds Sloat, “and
we didn’t do a great job at the time of working with our managed service providers to determine quality checks and look at
the quality controls.” These and other data problems meant
the company wasn’t able to make the timely, data-driven decisions it needed to make.
The company decided to do “an entire data strategy overhaul,” implementing a master data management (MDM) solution, revamping the integrations and interfaces, and moving
out to new CRM platforms. It began working with Beghou
Consulting and leveraging Beghou’s cloud-based ARMADA
data management platform to improve data quality and integration, streamline data stewardship processes, and enhance
reporting to facilitate more efficient information-gathering
and decision-making across the commercial organization.
Kevin Frymire, partner at Beghou, explains, “We migrated
over 25 of AMAG’s data sources, 200 or so users, and 15 to
20 business intelligence reports. We built the MDM process
to have a unified master model with all this data, which didn’t
exist before. ARMADA was able to ingest, process, structure,
and model AMAG’s data, and make that data readily available for consumption.”
“It also made sense to move our reporting and analytics
over to Beghou,” Sloat comments, “because they proved to be
better report builders than we were. They know the underly-

ing structure and model of the data, so they can quickly build
out reports, whether they are ad hoc or sustainable.” Covis
operates within the respiratory, oncology, and hematology
spaces. “We have vast amounts of models for how each of our
products are consumed: retail, specialty pharmacy, and
account-based.” With Beghou, Covis built a foundational process that is able to ingest data across any of those products, as
well as products they will acquire and develop in the future.
“The fact that we now have a foundation that allows us to be
able to consume from just about any sort of channel really
allows
us to beOF
ahead
of the game and differentiate ourselves,”
SCIENCE
SUCCESS
THE
says Sloat.
Looking across the pharmaceutical industry, Frymire sees
several challenges that companies need to address in any similar data strategy overhaul. “One challenge is the continued
complexity of data, which has continued to explode and evolve
in the industry,” he says. “A lot of folks have had a hard time
wrapping their head around getting that data into a unified
commercial data warehouse and being able to integrate it and
connect it with all of their other data sources.” Also, data in
organizations is sometimes very siloed, Frymire adds. “These
siloed or standalone data sources are not talking to one another,
they’re not connected. So, you have things that are strewn
about, without a clear, cohesive data strategy to connect the
data together.”
Sloat says, “When we think about data management, I think
the five Cs of data—clean, correct, current, consistent, and
complete—are just the start. Those are the price-of-admission
things.” He adds, “My father was a small business owner and
he always said, ‘We don’t expect the business to take care of
us; we’re going to take care of the business. Then, in turn, it
will take care us.’ That’s the way I believe in data management.
We need to take care of our data; structure it so it’s accessible;
do quality controls on it; and make sure we’re servicing the
right data. In turn, the data will take care of us—our company,
our customers, and our patients.”
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Empowered Patients
Demand Digitalization,
Make Mark on Pharma
Need for greater transparency and access fuels Big Tech’s presence

B

ack in 1994, I wrote a paper for my freshman seminar
on Walmart’s expansion into every state in the United
States except for Vermont. At the time, I was attending the Vermont-based school Middlebury College.
My paper was primarily focused on how Walmart was killing
American downtowns, putting smaller shops out of business by
using its immense buying power and influence. At the time, Vermont had succeeded in keeping Walmart at bay via environmental law, but there was an inevitability associated with the company’s expansion. Significantly cheaper prices, one-stop shopping,
and more options drew consumers out to its superstores in droves.
Less than a year later, in 1995, a 90,000-square-foot supercenter
was open for business in Berlin, Vt.
MASTER
On Sept. 21, 2006, Walmart set its sights on the healthcare
industry. “Each day in our pharmacies we see customers struggle
with the cost of prescription drugs,” said Walmart CEO H. Lee
Scott, Jr. “By cutting the cost of many generics to $4, we are helping to ensure that our customers and associates get the medicines
they need at a price they can afford. That’s a real solution for our
nation’s working families.” Tough to argue with that. A financial
incentive and also clearly defining the struggle that Americans
were having with insurance plans—this was likely a decisive
moment in the history of the consumerization of healthcare.
Speaking of key moments: In 1997, the pharma industry
nudged consumerization into motion, which we can safely call
irony at this point. In an effort to find a solution to managed
care’s increasing restrictions on healthcare professionals’ preferred drug prescribing, pharma pushed FDA for direct to consumer (DTC) advertising. Subsequently, consumers saw branded
and unbranded ads and promotions, and as disease awareness
and product brand recognition increased, they did as suggested—
empowered patients “asked [their] doctor” for a certain drug,
and soon revenue and profits skyrocketed. Lifestyle drugs only
enhanced this theme. An object in motion stays in motion,
according to Newton.
A characteristic of empowered patients is having the ability
to seek out health solutions on their own terms. And information
of all kinds is at their fingertips via search engines, as well as
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social media platforms and networking channels, where conversations are nearly endless. At least 89% of consumers visit Google
to search for symptoms, according to Eligibility. It’s quicker than
waiting for a diagnosis from a doctor that might be weeks in the
future. Empowered patients take it upon themselves to begin their
journey by learning about possible issues, diseases, prevention,
remedies, hospitals, physicians, etc. Empowerment is generally
a good thing as empowered patients are more likely to stay on
course, embrace adherence, and ultimately have better outcomes.
Today, because of increasing medical costs and high-deductible insurance plans, consumers are spending more of their own
money. Naturally, consumers are more invested, so they desire a
better
experience
with less friction, more transparency, and ultiSCIENCE
OF SUCCESS
THE
mately choices in how they address their health in terms of pricing, convenience, and quality of service. Often, the solutions lie
outside the physical doctor’s office.
In 2019, Amazon went live with its pilot Amazon Care, first
offering virtual care to its Seattle employees; and in September
2020, the company expanded access to employees across Washington and offered virtual/telehealth services to all of its employees as well as other employers in the entire United States. Amazon Care has a few components: 24/7 virtual care via the
Amazon Care app; in-person care, in which a medical professional is dispatched to a patient’s home for additional care; and
a prescription delivery service known as PillPack, which manages
multiple prescriptions and sorts them into individual packets
for customers.
With COVID-19, digitalization has arrived and found a home
in pharma. Big Tech is continuing its approach, but now the
opportunity is becoming clearer—Apple, Facebook, Microsoft,
and Google have all approached the industry in some way or
another. They’re looking to find their niches in the enormous
healthcare market, and they’re looking to do it through consumerization. People are obsessed with these corporate tech brands.
Recently, Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson have become
average household topics of conversation, a historic first, but corporate pharma brands don’t carry anywhere near the same
weight. The door, once cracked, is now opening for Big Tech.
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Biopharma Reaches
New Heights as
Calendar Turns
Brief summary of EY’s 2022 M&A Firepower report highlights trends

decade ago, my colleagues at EY (where I am a senior
advisor) created the Firepower Index to understand
a company’s total capacity to fund deals to achieve
their growth goals. EY defines Firepower by the
strength of a company’s balance sheet and market capitalization.
In 2021, the biopharma industry’s M&A Firepower reached a
whopping $1.2 trillion, a level not seen since 2014, and 14% ahead
of 2020. M&A, alliances, and partnerships have always been core
to driving the industry’s growth strategies and satisfy their need
to access innovation and talent, and this will remain the case.
However, the nature of dealmaking does shift with the times.
The looming loss of exclusivity for many companies’ largest MASTER
revenue-generating products increases the current urgency behind
accessing external innovation and new products. EY’s findings
show a shift in how they are deploying their available Firepower—
away from outright M&A transactions toward strategic partnerships and alliances—and the team expects this trend to continue.
What’s driving the shift in how Firepower is deployed?
One, an innovation renaissance is clearly underway with the
promise of novel cell and gene therapies and RNA- and DNAbased medicines to cure, not just treat illness. In order to remain
competitive, the larger biopharma companies will need to aggressively pursue external innovation. The challenges to M&A are
that many of the new innovators are extremely well funded, thanks
to an open spigot of capital flowing into the sector. Through
November 2021, biopharmas raised more than $80 billion through
venture funding, follow-on offerings, and IPOs. That’s in addition
to the $90 billion raised in 2020. Additionally, SPACs acquired
many other biopharma innovators, and as of November 2021,
there are more than 80 healthcare SPACs with money to deploy.
The liquidity available to fund innovation has given companies
long runways and great optionality to create value beyond being
targets for M&A. In other words, it’s a seller’s market, and buyers
face fierce competition for assets and mounting premiums for
M&A transactions. For companies that want to acquire late-stage
de-risked assets, the premiums required to do so will be so high
they challenge a company’s ability to generate appropriate returns.
Despite a market softening in 2021, EY research shows that

acquirers paid on average a 62% premium for public companies
versus their target’s share price one month earlier: That premium
jumped to 112% for new modalities, a category of next-generation
biologics commanding significant attention from acquirers. Further analysis showed even higher premiums for specific modalities:
150% for cell therapy companies, 108% for next-generation antibody companies (which includes antibody-drug conjugates), and
94% for gene therapy players.
No surprise, with these dynamics in play, the deal pendulum
has shifted away from M&A, and more Firepower is being aimed
at strategic partnerships and alliances. According to EY’s analysis, major biopharmas have deployed roughly 1.5 times more FireTHE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
power on partnerships and alliances relative to M&A since the
beginning of 2020. Firepower deployed for M&A dropped from
25% of transactions in 2019 to 9% in 2021. The total value of
biopharma M&A transactions in 2021 of $108 billion is one of the
lowest on record and is 60% below the value in 2019.
However, the EY report suggests that the industry has not been
as aggressive as it needs to be in signing larger alliances that share
risk. Instead, in 2021, the industry swung to lower risk alliances
that shift risk because of their lower upfronts and significant downstream milestones. That said, the amount of Firepower deployed
on alliances has climbed from 9% in 2019 to 13% in 2021, but
that represented a decline from 16% in 2020.
In its report, EY highlights the new modalities to watch:
• Cell and gene therapy—with 1,800 products in the clinic.
• RNA-based therapeutics—with more than 200 products
in the clinic for a variety of indications.
• Next-generation antibodies and protein degradation technologies—biopharma buyers signed acquisition or alliance
agreements worth $32 billion in 2021 for newer antibodies,
and four companies in the protein degradation space raised
nearly $800 million in IPOs since 2020.
I would like to thank the EY team for allowing me to share these
highlights from the Firepower report: Subin Baral, global deals
leader, Life Sciences; and Ellen Licking, strategy and execution
lead, Health Sciences & Wellness. For more on the report, visit
ey.com/firepower.
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Breaking
New Ground
in Biopharma
Myrtle Potter is no stranger to
overcoming adversity. As CEO
of Sumitovant Biopharma, she
has used her entrepreneurship,
determination, and inclusive attitude
to help her persevere and achieve
her highest goals while overseeing
five companies—Myovant, Urovant,
Enzyvant, Altavant, and Spirovant
By Julian Upton
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s a child, Myrtle Potter acquired a fasTWIST OF FATE
cination with health and medicine from
Potter looked set for a long career on the top team at
her father, who was a medic in the army.
Genentech. But then came a twist of fate. In her free
He was the family’s first responder; “I
time, she rode horses competitively. One day in 2004,
was really intrigued by all the things I saw him do,”
as she was getting ready for a show on an unfamiliar
she says. “He even delivered my baby sister on the
horse, she misjudged the distance of a jump as she
side of the road when my parents didn’t make it to
was testing the course. “I came flying off the horse
the hospital in time.” Potter also loved watching
from about eight feet in the air and crashed down
Perry Mason on TV. So much so, she decided she
squarely on my right shoulder.” She tore her rotator
wanted to be a trial lawyer. But when she enrolled
cuff and sheared off 80% of the cartilage in the joint.
at the University of Chicago to study political sci“I’m fortunate that I didn’t break my neck,” she says.
ence, she found that she liked her part-time job as a
But after a couple of surgeries, she developed serious
ward secretary at the university hospital more than
scar tissue and, without knowing it at the time, she
she liked her studies. Working on the inpatient floor,
was “deathly allergic” to the medication she was given
she was thrilled to be on the medical team. She
to treat it. Her kidneys, lungs, and liver started to fail.
worked Saturdays and Sundays, getting up at 5:30
“To cut a long story short,” she says, stoically, “it took
a.m. or 6 a.m. even after late socializing with classa while to get me diagnosed, and it certainly took me
mates the night before. “That’s how much I loved
a while to recover.”
the job,” she says.
When she did recover, Potter wondered what to
Meanwhile, she was less and less attracted to the
do next. She could have gone back to Genentech, but
idea of pursuing law as a career. “I would’ve been a
she had left things in very good shape there; she didn’t
horrible lawyer,” she says now. “I didn’t wake up
want to upset the dynamics of the leadership team
every day thinking, ‘Oh, I just can’t wait to look at
now in place. Instead, she became excited about the
another law book.’” She completed her studies in
prospect of taking her expertise on driving value in
OF SUCCESS
political science, but after graduatingMASTER
in 1980,THE
sheSCIENCE
the pharma
industry “and building a business around
focused on securing interviews with drug firms and
it, with the ability to touch more than one company.”
hospital supply companies. She got her first job at
So, in 2005, she launched Myrtle Potter & Company
Procter & Gamble, selling adult disposable briefs to
to advise public and private firms in the life sciences
nursing homes and hospitals in Wisconsin and Michindustry. The company quickly became successful. It
igan. In 1982, Potter started her biopharma career
still operates today; among its clients have been some
at Merck, where she would stay for 14 years. There,
of pharma’s most prominent organizations. “I’d never
she led the commercialization of Prilosec, the indushave thought about becoming an entrepreneur, but I
try’s first $5 billion drug. She also started the comloved running my company and did it for many years,
pany Astra/Merck, which, through a series of transuntil 2018,” Potter tells Pharm Exec. During that time,
actions, became a part of the company that operates
she had opportunities to leave the business and take
as AstraZeneca today. After rising to the position of
up leading positions at major firms, but, she says,
vice president, Northeast Region Business Group,
“nothing really intrigued me until I got a call from
US Human Health, Potter left Merck in 1996 to join
Roivant and was really taken by the business model.”
Bristol Myers Squibb and would soon be named president of its US cardiovascular/metabolic business.
BACK TO THE FRONT LINES
Under her leadership, that group became the largest,
Founded in 2014, Roivant focuses on applying techfastest growing, and most profitable of all BMS units.
nology to drug development and on building subsidIn 2000, she was recruited to Genentech as chief
iary biotech and healthcare technology companies.
operating officer; in 2004, she became the company’s
“I really was impressed with the technology platforms
president of commercial operations. “I’m really
they were developing,” explains Potter. “The confluproud of the fact that when I was at Genentech—at
ence of business and technology was extremely intera pivotal time in its history—I led the company
esting to me. It’s what got me to say, in July 2018, ‘I’m
through 19 of 20 record quarters of consecutive sales
going to let my business be run by others, and I’m
and earnings growth,” she tells Pharm Exec. “The only
going to New York to play on the front lines again.’”
quarter I missed was the quarter when I first joined.”
Potter was recruited to Roivant as Vant operating
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The people who take our medicines are diverse. They come from
all walks of life, all races, all socio-economic backgrounds,
and sexual preferences. I think it’s our obligation to look
like our customers, so that we can be in a
position to best serve them
chair, and in this role served on the boards of nine biopharma
companies in the Roivant family, including rare enzyme deficiency company Enzyvant; women’s health and prostate cancer
company Myovant; pulmonary arterial hypertension company
Altavant Sciences; gene therapy company Spirovant; and urology company Urovant Sciences. In this role, Potter oversaw the
testing of more than 30 investigational drugs and 11 therapeutic areas in over 50 clinical trials around the world.
In December 2019, Roivant formed a $3 billion partnership
with Japanese-headquartered firm Sumitomo Dainippon
Pharma, which bought five of Roivant’s biotechnology comMASTER
panies. Potter was asked to launch the newly formed Sumitovant Biopharma, which now serves as the parent organization
to the five companies purchased from Roivant—Enzyvant,
Altavant, Spirovant, and Urovant, as well as Myovant, of which
Sumitovant holds the majority of shares. Through the deal,
Sumitovant also took ownership of two technology platforms,

FAST FOCUS
» Myrtle Potter received her BA from the University of
Chicago, where she studied political science and held a
part-time job as a ward secretary at the university hospital
» Potter began her career in biopharma at Merck in 1982,
where she held various job titles over 14 years and led the
commercialization of Prilosec
» Following her time at Merck, Potter spent four years
at Bristol Myers Squibb and five years at Genentech
before becoming Vant operating chair at Roivant in 2018.
Through a partnership formed by Roivant, Potter launched
Sumitovant Biopharma in 2019
» Under Potter’s leadership, Enzyvant received FDA approval for RETHYMIC in October 2021, which is the first
and only treatment for immune reconstitution in pediatric
patients with congenital athymia

DrugOME and Digital Innovation. DrugOME is a computational ecosystem for “fast, high-quality, and customized answers
to critical R&D and commercialization questions.” Digital
Innovation enables the development of bespoke apps, data science models, and easy-to-read dashboards that visualize critical data sets. Sumitovant leverages these platforms “to develop
potentially first- or best-in-class therapies across multiple indications and to speed delivery of new medicines to patients who
need new treatment options.” The platforms “make us unique
in that we can swiftly adapt technology capabilities in-house
to deliver business and scientific insights across the spectrum,”
OF SUCCESS
THE
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Potter. “They’re
embedded in our business and really serve
as an accelerator for us.” In 2021, Sumitovant and its five subsidiaries achieved several business milestones, including multiple FDA approvals. One recent development success she
points to is Enzyvant’s RETHYMIC, which in October 2021
became the first and only FDA-approved treatment for immune
reconstitution in pediatric patients with congenital athymia.
Children with congenital athymia are born without a thymus,
causing severe immunodeficiency and immune dysregulation.
Enzyvant’s one-time, regenerative tissue-based therapy “literally saves the lives of babies with this condition,” says Potter.
“These are babies who would not live beyond the age of 2 or
3 years old. In our clinical trials leading up to the FDA approval,
survival rates were analyzed with the longest follow-up period
of 25.5 years.”
THE TRIALS OF 2020
Shortly after Potter was tasked with building and launching
Sumitovant, the COVID-19 pandemic hit. No stranger to confronting adverse situations, Potter took the disruption and the
changing dynamics of daily business in her stride. “We became
very deliberate about looking after our employees, going beyond
the usual health benefits into overall well-being,” she says. “We
deployed apps for meditation and exercise and self-care really
early on, because we understood that the pandemic was stressful to all of us.” Nearly two years on, Potter welcomes some of
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the imposed changes to the work-life balance. “The pandemic
enabled a very clear perspective about our personal and working lives. We saw them blending together, but we developed a
real appreciation of the importance of drawing a definitive
line between the two,” she explains. “At the same time, we’ve
also seen that there are more ways to get the work done. Before,
our industry was on autopilot in terms of the meetings we’d
go to physically. We’ve learned great technological lessons
about how to interact, how to speed decision making, and how
to be more efficient.” She adds, “When I hear people say, ‘I
can’t wait for things to get back to normal,’ I challenge that,
because we just showed that we could go beyond normal. There
should be no going back now—only forward.”
Potter was also moved by how the industry and the country
stepped up to the crisis. “There was an understanding of the
greater good,” she says. “When you think about how fast those
vaccines were developed and how the American people stepped
forward to take them, even as they were still under FDA evaluation, it shows people putting trust in our industry and putting some semblance of trust in the government.” Among large
parts of the population, however, trust in US institutions was
severely tested at the same time, when the killing of George
Floyd brought the country’s racial tensions to the surface in
an explosive way. “We faced critical questions around diversity
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
and the treatment of people of color within and outside MASTER
the
industry that made for some very intimate conversations within
our company,” says Potter. “I’m proud of the fact that we talked
openly about the issues of race.”
Credit: Mike Glatzer
As a person of color herself, Potter has experienced discrimination in her career. “I’ve been in meetings where I have
company boards. This approach also makes business sense,
heard everything said. Things that would shock you—racist
Potter explains. “The people who take our medicines are
language, off-color language,” she says. When she walked into
diverse. They come from all walks of life, all races, all sociomeetings as a pregnant woman, “people couldn’t take their
economic backgrounds, and sexual preferences. I think it’s our
eyes off my belly,” she adds. “I was probably one of the first
obligation to look like our customers, so that we can be in a
pregnant women people had seen working as an executive.”
position to best serve them.” She continues, “I also believe that
Policies of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I) did not feacompanies make better business decisions when there are difture prominently in the industry’s 1980s’ playbook, but Potter
ferent voices at the table who can help assess a problem or
became “a leading example from the first time I became a
opportunity from various vantage points. I’m passionate about
manager.” Gradually, things began to evolve, but Potter had
this and I’m committed to making more progress.”
to learn as a young executive “how to champion my beliefs
Back when she was a student, with growing self-confidence
and how to ensure that the companies I worked for stood by
Potter “talked her way” into a business school internship at
the values that they espoused,” she says. “Did they walk the
IBM, even though she was still an undergraduate at the time.
talk? It’s one thing to have it on a piece of paper; it’s another
She realized at IBM that if she could combine her love of busifor a company to take action when they see things need to
ness and medicine, she’d be “happy for the rest of my working
change in the organization.”
career.” She has gone on to achieve this and much more, even
As a leader, Potter can say she has “a pretty solid track record
in the face of some major obstacles. Helping her through has
in terms of the diversity of my teams, the hiring of women,
been a seemingly inexhaustible reserve of positivity, resilience,
etc.” At Sumitovant today, there are more female employees
and fearlessness, qualities she continues to draw on to be a
than male, and its commitment to hiring underrepresented
force for good in the industry. Going forward, there is still more
minorities pre-dates the California law mandating diversity on
work to do, Potter points out. “And I am happy to do it.”
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From Lab to Life: Improving Patient Lives
Through Community-Based Healthcare
and Decentralized Clinical Trials
Giving more patients access to clinical trials improves
healthcare equity.

T

here is a need to better connect clinical research and commercial capabilities to reach people
where they live; speed clinical trial design, recruitment, and efficiency; and bring new therapies that
improve patient lives to market. A new approach – community-based, decentralized clinical trials – is
helping biopharmaceutical manufacturers move beyond traditional clinical trial design, with patient-centric
considerations to bring clinical trials closer to the patient, improve diversity, reduce patient burden, and gather
the real-world evidence needed to drive better study design and patient outcomes.

Pharmaceutical Executive spoke with Paul Colvin, president for clinical solutions at Syneos Health, about the
digital health technologies fueling novel clinical trials, new ways to engage participants, and putting patients
at the center of clinical trials across the biopharmaceutical product development continuum.
PHARMACEUTICAL EXECUTIVE: The ongoing COVID-19 global health emergency has accelerated adoption
of decentralized clinical trials, yielding volumes of new empirical data on designing and running such
studies. What lessons can be learned from Syneos Health’s experience?
PAUL COLVIN: COVID-19 has shown a path for speeding drug development, lowering cost, and more
importantly, helping patients and sites be more active participants in the trial process. I think our success
on the vaccines front has increased the expectation that we can move faster going forward, speed drug
development, and bring new and innovative medicines to patients much faster.
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
Our decentralized solutions have been built using new and innovative technology-enabled tools and platforms,
including telemedicine and home nursing as well as our PatientGo and SourceGo solutions, to help accelerate
site startup and improve patient enrollment, engagement, retention, and access. That said, the real safeguard
we’ve built into all our home health technology platforms is patient safety. We cannot lose sight that the patient is
the center of everything we do, and we have to make sure we capture and use study data to continue developing
disease-altering medicines.
PE: Against the current backdrop of emergency conditions and the fast-evolving regulatory and
clinical environments, what differentiates the work Syneos Health is doing on decentralized solutions
and other trial modalities?
COLVIN: Our value proposition is that we understand both the commercial and clinical spaces and this
principle drives our “lab to life” model. This is truly our differentiator and describes our ability to understand
the path through healthcare’s complex landscape for patients, healthcare providers, the trial sites, and
study sponsors. I think it helps as they prepare to bring the medicine to market, and how they navigate that
commercial setting.
A key step in the process of “shortening the distance from lab to life®” is reducing patient burden. To do this, we
look at the study visits, the length of time that will be spent at a site, the duration of the trial, how invasive the
study procedures might be, how far the site is from a patient, and whether the study requirements can be done
in a home setting. Our aim is to facilitate operations for the trial and see if we can eliminate the need for live
visits with more virtual modalities. We want to understand the patient's journey so we can reduce burden and
understand their personal circumstances.

Paul Colvin
President for Clinical Solutions
Syneos Health
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PE: That sounds like a very patient-centric approach. How are these and
other, site-centric principles bringing change in a particular therapeutic area
or disease category?
COLVIN: That’s a great question because we really have to view each therapeutic area
independently. They each have different specific needs, such as the length of the trial
and the amount of patient burden is really dependent on that. For example, patients
with rare diseases tend to be widely dispersed geographically and that translates into
different social needs, values, and preferences that will vary from country to country,
as well as the method of treatment and varying standards of care. We also need to
incorporate the patients’ stories and understand caregivers’ goals.
At Syneos Health, our patient-centered rare disease approach includes connecting
patients to the resources they need and understanding what to expect at each step
along the development. Our care teams consider all aspects of a patient’s life so
the protocol design can be realistic, lessening the burden for those patients and
helping build a foundation for the product differentiators at the same time, which
ultimately will make that market access for rare disease and altering treatments
more successful.
PE: How does Syneos Health’s Dynamic Assembly® principle advance this
commitment to trial sites and your biopharma clients?
COLVIN: Our dynamic assembly approach is about flexibility. We have tried to
configure a flexible technology platform that allows us to incorporate best-of-breed
in technology solutions. We do not want to be locked into any specific platform
or data source. We want to build unique, customized solutions for the problems
that our patients and our clients are seeing. The same principle characterizes our
approach to trial sites. Home healthcare support is important to decentralizedMASTER
trials, so we want to build a plan that is best for the patient, the client and the site.
As patients enroll in these programs, we have to make investments and bring key
insights from our commercial and clinical organizations to bear to get new and
innovative medicines to market. We are an information provider solving problems
for clients through best-in-breed choices.

The more we understand the social determinants for healthcare, we can help
to give more patients access to trials and improve healthcare equity. We play
a really critical role in doing that to balance the racial, ethnic, and the incomebased disparities that we see in clinical research. Syneos Health has pioneered
technologies to improve physician referrals of patients into clinical trial networks,
which can have a direct impact on patient diversity. Innovations, technology,
and data behaviors help us to be more cost-efficient and engaged with qualified
healthcare providers. We must continue to develop new sites outside of academia
to service all communities with new and innovative medicines.

THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS

PE: As an information provider, you have a birds’-eye view of all these
intersecting trends in healthcare and trial decentralization as they transform
research. What do you see coming next with industry efforts to increase
patient diversity in clinical trials?
COLVIN: This is, I think, a critical component for the healthcare industry, and
organizations like ours can really help to overcome a number of the factors that
have prevented and disadvantaged a lot of patient communities that are trying to
join our trials. Regardless of whether a trial is traditional, virtual or hybrid, Syneos
Health wants to build customized solutions and offer visits that are convenient in
residential or non-residential and office settings, as well as subsidize Internet access
and wearables and other devices to help with technical support during that trial.

Syneos Health® is a fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions organization purpose-built to accelerate customer performance, bringing together approximately 28,000
clinical and commercial minds in more than 110 countries.
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Our View on 2022

Pharm Exec’s Annual Industry Outlook
Supply chain issues, psychedelic medicines, immunotherapies, social engagement,
telemedicine, access barriers, corporate branding, and the rise of Chinese biotech are
industry topics that deserve a closer look as we head into the future

Supply Chain Procurement
As borders shut down during the pandemic, pharma learned some lessons about sourcing
By Julian Upton

T

he supply chains of many industries were disrupted
or derailed during COVID-19, but the challenges
confronting the healthcare and pharma supply chains
were, inevitably, among the most keenly felt as offices,
MASTER
facilities, factories, and borders closed down the world over. An
over-reliance on China as a producer and manufacturer of raw
materials was quickly exposed, especially with China being the
first country to lock down in response to the virus. China’s longheld policy of stockpiling commodities created a significant challenge for industries in the US around rare manufacturing supplies, “but particularly for pharma because of the impact on
vaccines,” notes Bob Jansen, founder and CEO of pharma vendor/supplier optimization company Zensights and a member of
Pharm Exec’s Editorial Advisory Board (EAB). Zensights’ Kris
Ungvarsky also notes that a large amount of the world’s personal
protective equipment (PPE) was made in the Hubei Province in
Central China where the COVID outbreak started.
The seismic effect of the initial crisis in China has led to companies rethinking their relationships with single-source suppliers
and “start to question whether
global supply chains and just-inOUR TRENDS FOR ’22
time manufacturing really works,”
Logistics
says Peter Young, Pharm Exec EAB
Psychedelics
member and CEO of investment
Immunotherapies
bank Young & Partners. “Look at
Social Influence
all the companies who can’t make
Patient Engagement
things because they can’t get one
Health Plan Burdens
item or one component,” he adds.
Corporate Branding
“A lot of companies are now revisChinese Biotech
ing their manufacturing strategies

and thinking about onshoring a lot of components, even if it costs them more. Currently, they’re losing revenue because they
can’t finish making the products.” Andrew
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
Kirk, chief operating officer of specialty
medicine distribution company BioCareSD,
says, “It’s amazing how much we took for
Andrew Kirk
granted before the pandemic. For decades
there’s been this focus on just-in-time delivery, and on customers, distributors, and wholesalers wanting to keep their inventories as low as possible. So, the pandemic really shook up the snow
globe in that regard.”
BioCare saw its manufacturers unable to source trucks to ship
out products; it was also affected by the huge volume increase
experienced by package delivery firms such as UPS and FedEx,
one result of people not going out to shop any more. BioCare’s
cold chain deliveries began to take several days, where they had
previously taken just one day. Also impacted were plasma-derived
products to treat immunocompromised
patients, notes Kirk. There was, inevitably,
a decline in plasma donations during the
pandemic, and this was exacerbated by the
closing of borders, particularly the restrictions imposed on “non-essential” crossings
on the US-Mexico border, where many
Kris Ungvarsky
plasma-donation centers are located.
“That’s an aftereffect that we’re going to have to continue to deal
with,” Kirk adds, “as it usually takes about nine months from
the time a donor donates plasma to it being a finished product.”
While some things were outside of the company’s control,
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the fore is the need for professional procurement in these orgaBioCare responded to the pandemic by “being much more pronizations,” says Ungvarsky. “Small pharma companies don’t
active in every area of the business,” says Kirk. “We started to
have procurement departments because they’re really focused
think to plan for shortages of certain products required for shipon cash flow.” (Jansen says that probably 80%–85% of pharping. We secured our warehouse, not allowing visitors in. We
maceutical companies don’t have a procurement department.)
worked from home much more where we could, and we looked
Ungvarsky continues, “To build out a procurement department,
at backup staff to manage the warehouse in case of absences.”
you need three to five initial full-time employees. That’s a pretty
Kirk is confident that the mentality around sourcing is now
big investment. And it’s about who’s going to pick up the phone,
changing. “I think companies and people are much more preright?” He recalls his earlier role as head of North America
pared,” he tells Pharm Exec. “From our perspective, manufacturprocurement at GSK where “we made the phone calls and peoers and customers are now looking much more at disaster-preple answered them because we had that volume, we had those
paredness; they’re looking at having safety stock. Where they
relationships. But when you’re a smaller company, say $500
contract with a single source, they are looking to have backups.
million in revenue, you don’t know where to turn and you don’t
I hope that it means everybody is starting to think a little bit
see the market dynamics. The pandemic posed tremendous risk
more in the long term.”
for smaller companies and shut
Ungvarsky adds that being
down businesses where they
single-sourced was bad business
didn’t have that expertise.” A
anyway. “You have to make sure
vendor/supplier optimization
you have that source, but you
company such as Zensights can
also need a backup supplier
bring “a consortium or network
ready to go. You’ve got to keep
effect,” Ungvarsky goes on.
the other option out there,” he
“With our number of clients,
says. And, of course, he points
we are not as big as a large
out, it’s not only a pandemic
pharma company when we go
that reveals the weakness of sinMASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
to the table, but we certainly
gle-sourced supply. “It could be
have a larger voice than if our
a hurricane, a typhoon, or any
clients were operating in silos.”
number of other disasters.”
Outsourcing commercial procurement and sourcing also
COMMERCIAL CONCERNS
allows companies access to
We tend to differentiate
stronger data and analytics
between supply chain sourcing
capabilities. “When we’re supfor manufacturing and prodporting our clients, instead of doing one competitive process
uct/service sourcing for the commercial side of the industry,
per year, we’re doing 10 or 15 in a similar market segment,”
but the two, of course, overlap; and when the pandemic hit the
says Ungvarsky. “So, we have a better finger on the pulse of
former, there were consequences for the latter. Take PPE, for
where the markets are going.”
example. “Companies needed to support their sales forces—
Indeed, for Ungvarsky, data will prove to be “a major differthose who were still allowed to go into doctors’ offices—with
entiator” for commercial procurement and sourcing moving
PPE,” says Ungvarsky. “It was essential to get those safety supinto this year and beyond. “I think we’re going to get into more
plies to people, especially when we didn’t know too much about
of a steady state in 2022,” he says. “People are realizing that
the virus. This had a major impact, because so many other
what we’ve just been through is basically an acceleration of five
things within the business had to stop in order to get those
years into the digital future. We know that we need to be good
materials in.” Then, Ungvarsky goes on, there was testing.
at ingesting data and having the data drive insights and deci“How do you do source testing? How do you follow local,
sions, and then speeding up that loop, like the Googles and the
regional, and national regulations around that?” The sourcing
Amazons do.” In the consumer packaged goods space, anything
of clinical research organizations, nursing, and testing sites for
that Google and Amazon do, “they do competitively and
patients was affected because no one could meet patients in
quickly,” he notes. While the pharma world is more risk-averse,
person, bringing clinical trials to a halt. Companies couldn’t
he believes there’s an opportunity for pharma “to dial down
use services that weren’t pandemic-ready.
that risk aversion and use data to drive those insights and that
These types of problems were particularly acute for small,
action quicker.”
emerging biopharma companies. “What has been brought to

It was essential to get those
safety supplies to people,
especially when we didn’t know
too much about the virus. This
had a major impact, because
so many other things within the
business had to stop
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Pharma’s Psychedelic Experience
Growing evidence supports psychoactive substances can successfully treat mental issues
By Elaine Quilici

Y

ou’re not hallucinating—pharma’s push to use psychedelics to treat a number of medical conditions is real.
Substances such as ketamine, MDMA (ecstasy/molly),
psilocybins (magic mushrooms), DMT, and LSD are
being used and researched to combat illnesses such as addiction,
anxiety, depression, and PTSD. Several pharma companies have
research already in late-stage trials. This past spring, two studies
were published in Nature and the New England Journal of Medicine
supporting the use of MDMA and psilocybins to treat mental disorders. Psychedelics present the first real inroads for change in
mental health since the introduction of SSRIs in the 1980s.
While these substances show promise in specific, severe conditions, the real potential lies in broadening their indications. To
advance this, their dangerous stigma first needs to be overcome.
Removing psychedelics’ Schedule I status could help kickstart that
way of thinking. Then, by conducting studies, generating hard data,
and following FDA’s rigorous guidelines for drug development, bioMASTER
pharma could prove psychedelics’ place in modern medicine.
RESEARCH RENAISSANCE
When it comes to affecting mental health, the precise mechanisms
of action of psychedelics are not yet fully known. However, based on
research, drugs in this class seem to work in the brain cortex region
by activating serotonin receptors—especially the 5-HT2A receptor—implicated in learning, memory, and cognition. One particular
area of the brain that has many 5-HT2A receptors is the default
mode network (DMN). This area is involved in people’s introspection, self-thought, reflection, and self-criticism. Research has shown
the DMN to be hyperactive in disorders such as anxiety and depression, which can induce chronic rumination, cognitive distortions, and
negative thought patterns.
Psychedelics are believed to work by temporarily decreasing the
activity of the DMN. By slowing down that area of the brain that
self-propagates negative thought, it allows the other areas to increase
activity. Psychedelics also are believed to reset neural networks and
increase neural plasticity and cognitive flexibility, leaving the mind
more receptive to psychotherapy.
While some psychedelics have been culled from nature, many
of these drugs were discovered in pharma labs dating back to the
early 1900s. They were researched for various indications, even
studied by the US government, and seemed to show potential medical benefit through the 1960s. However, former President Richard
Nixon put the kibosh on further research when he signed the Con-

trolled Substances Act into law in 1970, making psychedelics Schedule I drugs. That made not only studying them but simply having
them in a lab a federal offense, and research virtually disappeared.
It wasn’t until the 1990s that research
began to resume. “In a lot of ways, we are
having a second generation of psychedelic
research,” says Mark Wingertzahn, PhD,
chief science officer at Wesana Health. “If
you had to point to one particular time when
psychedelics became more unearthed from
Mark
the subway, if you will, it’s probably around
Wingertzahn, PhD
the time that cannabis became more socially
accepted—when the rules on that became more accepting from a
legal perspective. It’s almost like cannabis bore the brunt of a lot of
that social backlash that isn’t seen as dramatically with psychedelics.”
A select number of researchers who had a DEA Schedule I
license continued research into the 1990s and 2000s, but they were
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
mainly studying opiates, because that was where the research money
and market were. The advent of the opioid crisis provided another
pivot point for psychedelics, however. “The opioid crisis opened up
people’s minds to look at other potential drugs that might have
been researched before that could have a better profile than some
of the drugs that were clearly drugs of abuse and caused many
deaths in society,” says Wingertzahn.
In 1999, ketamine was classified as a Schedule III non-narcotic
substance. Today, it is the only legally available psychedelic, obtainable through ketamine clinics, retreats, and experiences.
Then in 2012, as part of the Safety and Innovation Act, FDA
created new designations that allowed for fast-tracking the development and review of drugs intended to treat serious conditions if
there is evidence they have a clear improvement over existing therapies. This provided a pathway for greater research to resume.
In 2019, Janssen Pharmaceuticals received FDA approval for
esketamine, the S-enantiomer of ketamine, to combat treatmentresistant depression. The nasal spray, marketed as Spravato
(https://bit.ly/3HAQPiA), is self-administered in a certified facility through a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS)
program, because of possible adverse reactions stemming from
sedation and dissociation, and the potential for abuse. (Spravato
was one of our top product launches of 2020.)
The potential for adverse reactions remains a general concern
among all psychedelics, and many companies are looking for ways
to eliminate hallucinogenic side effects. For example, Mind Medi-
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CHANGING MINDS
Industry experts agree that there is one major way to advance
research and change the stigma of psychedelics—facts. By continuing research to prove the efficacy and safety of these drugs,
people soon will begin to embrace their potential.
“Demonstrating the effectiveness and safety of these medicines
for the treatment of conditions like treatment-resistant depression
and PTSD is critical, and there are a number of high-quality trials that have been run and are ongoing right now,” says Nick Allen,
PhD, co-founder of Ksana Health. “A lot of
stigma is reduced when legitimate scientists
provide results from high-quality studies. If
GETTING NOTICED
the psychedelic field continues its current
In September 2019, the Johns Hopkins Center for Psychedelic and
commitment to high-quality research, then
Consciousness Research opened to study the use of psychedelics,
I predict the stigma will continue to reduce.”
and the interest seems to be spreading: 2021 saw the launch of
Figuring out the proper dosing to mitiMount Sinai’s Center for Psychedelic Research, NYU Langone’s
Nick Allen, PhD
gate any negative reactions while optimizing
Center for Psychedelic Medicine, and Massachusetts Generals’
the therapeutic benefits also needs to be addressed. And proving
Center for Neuroscience of Psychedelics. California Institute of
psychedelics’ low abuse potential will also help to reframe the drug
Integral Studies’ offers a certificate in Psychedelic-Assisted Theraclass’ reputation.
pies and Research, and the University of Ottawa has a micropro“Pharma can and will get around the stigma associated with
gram in Psychedelics and Spirituality Studies—the first academic
these drug treatments once further clinical trials are completed,
psychedelic training program in Canada.
and the efficacy and safety data from such clinical trials is released,”
The second annual H.C. Wainwright Psychedelics Conference
says Carol Routledge, PhD, chief scientific and medical officer at
was held virtually last month with the theme “Positioning for the
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
Small Pharma. “The therapeutic potential of psychedelic-assisted
Psychedelic Comeback in Mental Healthcare and Beyond.” Wontherapy will start to become evident as treatments are taken
derland, presented by Microdose in November 2021 in Miami,
through the various phases of clinical trials,
was billed as the Largest Psychedelic Medicine Business Event.
and pharma will move to the table. A better
There’s even star power behind the movement. Former NHL
understanding of their abuse liability, or lack
player Daniel Carsillo, CEO and founder of Wesana Health,
of it, will also help in this regard as the anticbrought on former heavyweight boxer Mike Tyson as an investor
ipated patient journey for such treatment
and advisor. Lamar Odom, former NBA champion, and Anna
becomes more apparent.”
Symonds, a retired Women’s Premier League rugby player, are
Though it may seem like the Wild West
also proponents of the cause.
Carol
in
psychedelic
medicine right now, there are
In April 2020, MindMed became the first psychedelic bioRoutledge, PhD
sheriffs who will ultimately determine the
pharma in the world to go public when it joined Canada’s NEO
abuse potential, safety, and efficacy of these drugs—FDA. Until
stock exchange. Today, there are numerous stocks on various
then, the research should continue to mushroom.
exchanges, to the point where there are now three exchange traded
“The GSKs and the Pfizers once had very large development
funds (ETFs) focused on psychedelics. This market clearly has
programs in [mental health], but these research efforts have largely
money behind it.
been shelved due to the lack of novel drug candidates with a betIn a September 2021 Fortune health commentary, Sean
ter safety and efficacy profile compared to today’s antidepressants,”
McLintock, a partner at Neo Kuma Ventures, wrote: “Investors
says Wingertzahn. “Once everyone believes psychedelics may be
are turning their attention, and more importantly their capital, to
the future of mental health treatment, then it becomes like any
this advancing industry for three key reasons: the global need for
other drug that is currently being evaluated under drug developeffective mental health treatments, evolving legislation and regulament principles in that area. This will enable us to generate hard
tion, and widely supportive public opinion.”
data to allow regulators and clinicians to ascertain patient populaData Bridge Market Research expects the psychedelic market
tions that may experience the most benefit from this ‘new’ old
to grow with a CAGR of 16.3% in the forecast period of 2020 to
class of agents.”
2027, reaching $6.9 million by 2027, up from $2.1 million in 2019.
For a more in-depth look at the re-awakening of psychedelic
Another report from Research and Markets has an even brighter
drugs,
don’t miss our March 2022 issue.
projection of $11 billion by 2027.
cine (MindMed) is initiating the first trial of the combination of
LSD and MDMA this month. The hope is to increase the positive
effects of MDMA, such as positive mood and empathy, while
reducing the negativity and anxiety brought on by LSD.
The first decriminalization of psilocybin occurred in 2019 in
Denver. Since then, other cities have followed suit. In November
2020, Oregon became the first state to legalize psilocybin for therapeutic use. All eyes are on officials now as they navigate how to
regulate these drugs. Though psychedelics are still federally classified as Schedule I drugs in the US, regulations are easing.
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Boosting Immunotherapies
Oncology and rare disease are ready to reap the benefits of COVID drug development
By Elaine Quilici

C

OVID-19-induced setbacks in oncology and rare disease research and development have had far-reaching
impact over the past 22 months. Amid lockdown mandates, many trials were halted due to lab shutdowns.
Some oncology researchers switched gears to investigate COVID
treatments, where their crossover knowledge was in demand. A
loss of private funding for research—important to oncology and
rare disease—also slowed progress. However, as we move into
2022, these disease areas are poised to bounce back—and take
off—ironically, due in part to COVID.
Despite its negative effects, COVID has had some positive
influence and is now helping to move the needle in a forward
direction. Messenger RNA (mRNA) and monoclonal antibodies, which were already being used in cancer research well before
COVID, were spotlighted in the fight against COVID, stimulating increased appreciation for their usefulness, and general
awareness and interest in the science of immunotherapy. OutMASTER
side the lab, COVID-prompted processes such as telehealth,
decentralized trials, and the push for accelerated timelines have
been valuable in the drug development process, too. Finally, the
continued biotech boom, led by oncology and rare disease companies, is helping to drive the revival. This combination of factors creates a healthy future for oncology and rare disease drug
development.
ADVANCING SCIENCE
Despite advances in RNA over the past few decades, mRNA
did not become mainstream until 2020, when Pfizer and Moderna used the technology to create their COVID vaccines. The
scientific landscape shifted in a matter of months, and immunology took center stage. Though these vaccines were the first
of their kind to be used at this scale, there were decades of
research in RNA-based technology that preceded it, much in
oncology and rare disease.
“While the pandemic rapidly expanded awareness of nextgeneration vaccines designed to enhance anti-viral immunity,
the oncology field has been at the forefront of interrogating
cutting-edge immunotherapies for some time,” says Christopher
Arendt, PhD, head of Takeda’s oncology cell therapy and therapeutic area unit.
A breadth of modalities—from mRNA therapies to antibodybased immunomodulators to cell-based therapies—are being
explored by companies like Takeda that seek to harness the

power of the immune system to help people with cancer live
longer and better lives.
“We have long had an obligation to our patients to continue
to investigate, invest in, and secure access for new technologies
and modalities, but there’s no denying the impact COVID has
had on the healthcare industry and the people we serve,” says
Arendt. “For the public, the elevated discourse around research
and development, specifically for novel approaches, has helped
to shape awareness and acceptance of immunotherapies. For
researchers, COVID has unlocked new ways to translate insights
from patients and the clinic into innovative therapeutics that
have the potential to transform lives.”
When PTC Therapeutics was founded in 1998, CEO Stu
Peltz recognized the potential of post transcriptional mechanisms to advance medical science and help patients in need,
specifically in the area of rare disease. Since then, PTC has
developed three proprietary technologies to screen for, and idenTHE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
tify, small-molecule drug targets within the RNA translation
process. The company has identified hundreds of targets with
therapeutic tractability and has succeeded
in identifying potential treatments for spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), Huntington’s
disease, and others.
“Disruptive technologies will ultimately
always be critical for industries’ future success,” says Matthew Klein, MD, chief development officer at PTC. “At the end of the
Matthew Klein, MD
day, much of the work companies are doing
that utilizes mRNA-based technologies has opened up new fields
of medicines, and because of this, we have been able to deliver
lifechanging therapies to patients in need.”
While the pandemic helped accelerate the acceptance of
these drugs, their potential stretches far beyond the current pandemic. There is a growing understanding and appreciation that
many diseases have an immune system component. As such,
future solutions to solve these problems are highly likely to
involve immune modulating agents.
“The adoption of immunology was hampered by two things—
the field’s novelty and the immune system’s complexity,” says
Daniel Getts, CEO and co-founder of Myeloid Therapeutics.
“Every tissue in the body has its own built-in immune system
that communicates and is supplemented by those elements of
the immune system most commonly associated with immunol-
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trials can continue to be complemented by remote practices
ogy—the bone marrow, thymus, spleen, etc.
such as shipping medicines and accepting e-signatures, research
The complex interplay between the immune
will continue to benefit.
system and organs/body tissues is daunting
“While we all wish the pandemic never happened, this innoto non-immunologists and, admittedly, it
vation in telehealth and digital medicine
takes time to learn. But the amazing intermade progress that otherwise would have
play between the immune system and
taken a decade,” says Debra Patt, MD,
bodily organs is where we find a treasure
Daniel Getts
PhD, MBA, FASCO, executive vice presitrove of future druggable targets, and this
dent at Texas Oncology, a practice in The
therapeutic space has only just started to be tapped.”
US Oncology Network, and professor at
Throughout history, a number of immune drugs have been
Dell Medical School at The University of
accepted, including smallpox and polio vaccines. More recently,
Debra Patt, MD,
Texas at Austin.
the success of TNF blockade played a significant role in the
PhD, MBA, FASCO
Her organization, which was an early
emergence of monoclonal antibody therapies (a therapeutic
adopter of telemedicine, has pivoted to deliver a suite of sermodality made possible because of immunology). The success
vices with telehealth. This allows patients to have cancer diagof checkpoint inhibitors and cell therapies have further catalyzed
nosed and treated just in time and where they are. As a large
the space. Many medical advances have their routes in immunology.
statewide practice, Texas OncolWhile the COVID mRNA
ogy also implemented an applicavaccines are preventative,
tion-based symptom monitor that
mRNA vaccines for cancer
interacts with its clinical team. By
are therapeutic. There is
having a digital tool for patients to
growing interest in creating
report symptoms and obtain symppersonalized mRNA cancer
tom management, symptoms can
vaccines, as it is difficult to
be controlled faster, improving the
find an all-in-one cancer vacMASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
patient experience.
cine. Researchers are explorCOVID also demonstrated the
ing combining mRNA vacability to implement accelerated
cines with other immune-based
timelines. “I think after the progtherapies, such as checkpoint
ress seen in COVID vaccine approval, we see the value of priinhibitors, adoptive T-cell therapy, and monoclonal antibodies
oritization and collaboration in catalyzing scientific discovery
to achieve better results. Other RNA mechanisms, such as small
and results,” says Patt.
interfering RNA (siRNA), RNA interferIn the case of rare disease, many patients, families, advocacy
ence (RNAi), and antisense oligonucleotides
groups, physicians, and companies hope that the changes that
(ASOs), also are being studied in the areas
have improved access to care and to clinical trials fuel a greater
of oncology and rare disease.
role for telehealth in both these areas. “This will require a col“At Takeda, we are working with our
laborative effort that will include regulatory authorities, payers,
scientists and partners to continue advancphysicians, and companies,” says Klein.
ing the development of immunotherapies
Christopher
by exploring novel strategies and combinaArendt, PhD
BOOM TIME
tion approaches that have the potential to
Oncology and rare disease continue to lead the way amid the
outsmart cancer in ways never seen before,” says Arendt. “We
biotech IPO boom. In 2021, there were 42 oncology IPOs, combelieve there are exciting discoveries ahead in this field of medpared with 34 in 2020, 15 in 2019, and 17 in 2018. Rare disease
icine—and we are proud to be a part of it.”
takes second place, with 10 IPOs in 2021,
compared with 12 in 2020, three in 2019,
BEYOND THE BENCH
and eight in 2018, according to BioPharma
As pharma was forced to flex its digital muscles and adopt flexDive stats from November 2021.
ible practices during COVID, the therapeutic areas of oncology
Bill Sibold, executive vice president and
and rare disease especially benefitted. Due to the nature of the
head of Sanofi Genzyme, a pioneer in rare
illnesses, it can be difficult for these patients to obtain treatdisease drug development, says the focus
ments—even outside of COVID—but telehealth opened the
on oncology is because there is a high
door to increased accessibility. If telehealth and decentralized
Bill Sibold

We believe there are exciting
discoveries ahead in this field
of medicine—and we’re proud
to be a part of it
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unmet need. “Nowadays, many cancers can be effectively
treated, but for some cancers, like lung or metastatic breast
cancer, it is still a terminal illness,” he says. “In these and other
virulent cancers, even a short extension of life is a win. It can
mean the difference between being there for that graduation
and wedding or missing it. Having an industry committed to
helping people have as many memories as possible makes an
impact and, therefore, creates value—for all of us.”
One of the reasons rare disease is so important is because
people have realized that the value of investment in this area is
demonstrated by the ability to give people a higher quality of
life than ever before. “You can do small trials with very few
patients, because there are such few patients, and get meaningful results to help people affected by rare disease,” says Sibold.
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“There are 7,500 rare diseases, and we only have treatments
for about 500. We have a long way to go. So, if people are thinking about where to place their bet, they would be smart to study
rare disease areas and find more treatments.”
As immunology advances, it can potentially be applied to a
large number of targets in all therapeutic areas, and that sets it
apart. “Following the spotlight the pandemic put on RNA technology over the past year, as well as the rapid progress of mRNA
vaccines, I believe that investment in this area is poised to continue to gain momentum,” says Klein. “Because these drugs are
relatively simple to manufacture, are cost effective, and can
target previously undruggable pathways, this technology can
be rapidly developed whether you are a big pharma company,
a small biotech company, or an academic lab.”

The Age of Influence
Pandemic lockdowns push pharma into brand-new era of social engagement
By Fran Pollaro

I

n November 2009, FDA held a public hearing to field questions, comments, and concerns from key stakeholders regardMASTER
ing guidance on FDA-regulated medical products including
prescription drugs for both humans and animals, prescription
biologics, and medical devices. The pharma industry, health care
professionals (HCPs), consumers, patient groups, internet vendors,
advertising agencies, and others participated to address the use of
the internet and social media. With moveable goalposts established1
and the landscape constantly evolving and innovating, the rulebook
was always meant to be a work in progress.
Years later, the prevalent theme running through most of 2020
and 2021 was the acceleration of digital and virtual through the
pressure and physical isolation brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. In March 2020, people began almost entirely interacting
virtually, spending a vast amount of time on all of their devices.
Despite being a highly regulated industry that invests a staggering
amount of money on research and development, total pharma
advertising spending topped $6.58 billion in 2020, according to
Kantar measured media. And while TV advertising spend is still
king, digital ad spending grew 43%, mostly at the expense of outof-home and print.
When COVID first took root in public perception in March
2020, Google was receiving 1 billion health-related searches per
day, or 70,000 searches per minute,2 an incredible search engine
marketing (SEM) opportunity, which is no secret. SEM makes up
the lion’s share of pharma’s digital spend because of its inherent
ability to provide timely relevance to the curious and empowered
patients/consumers, as well as HCPs and other stakeholders. That

said, social media is an extension of this thirst for answers and discussion, a fertile digital landscape featuring all of the players and
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
stakeholders: digital opinion leaders (DOLs), micro and mega influencers, patients, and perhaps the most important of all, the HCPs.
INFORMING STRATEGY
In 2014, a survey of more than 4,000 physicians conducted by the
social media site QuantiaMD found that more than 90% of physicians use some form of social media. This number has most certainly risen in terms of professional usage with most physicians
consuming media on their phones; it’s much more convenient, as
you can search or interact on a break or during downtime anywhere. If you visit Twitter today and search out a specific disease
state, you’ll find HCPs with a variety of specialties having scientific
exchanges with other HCPs as well as conversations with patients/
customers and other users.
HCPs also use Facebook and Twitter to observe and accumulate
valuable patient insights. They want to see what their patients care
about, and how to prepare for the questions and manage interactions to deliver better outcomes. Going up the ladder, insights from
HCPs’ social conversations inform a pharma company’s marketing
strategy; more specifically, how exactly to provide value both in
terms of content and when to reach out to them. Sales teams need
any advantage to capture HCPs’ attention in hopes of getting them
to adopt a given product, become a vocal proponent, or at the very
least, win another interaction with the HCP. With the bulk of
pharma salesforce interactions shifting to digital, relevant and
timely communications to these HCPs cannot be overstated.
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So where will the conversation be in 2022? Where should
TELLING YOUR STORY—15 SECONDS OR 30 MINUTES?
pharma companies be looking to help inform their sales and marEven in such a heavily regulated environment, there are still ways
keting strategy? Pharmaceutical Executive reached out to Vanessa
to tell a story—via unbranded campaigns and communications.
Melendez, social strategist at CDM Princeton, for some insight.
Much like influencer marketing, the goal is to garner attention
“In 2021, HCPs shifted from simple behaviors like sharing which
and educate people on a particular disease state or therapeutic
type of notable conference experiences was their favorite to holdprocess, remove stigma if present, and get them to take action—
ing debriefing sessions by Tweeting followers and inviting them to
investigate further, reach out to a hotline in the case of suicide/
join conversations on social platforms like Clubhouse,” she says.
depression, go to a doctor, ask for a certain drug, etc. During the
“And these conversations were not scripted KOL/DOL conversapast year, we’ve seen some wonderful examples of approaches,
tions; they were unprompted. I expect to see something similar in
both long and short form. No more than two minutes has been
2022, but the big question will be Clubhouse vs. Twitter Spaces,
the rule of thumb for video for a long time, but various lengths
further growth in podcasts, or something else entirely. What’s clear
are hitting home, from 15 seconds all the way up to 45 minutes.
is that we’re likely looking at no-frills, authentic conversations.”
Even the platforms have been adjusting their lengths to try to find
Some of the newer tools, audio-driven Clubhouse and Twitter
the sweet spot. CDM Princeton’s Melendez states, “As a content
Spaces, are still in an experimental phase for many people. The
creator, you’re looking to appeal to a particular audience with
mediums facilitate real-time audio rooms that enable both passive
certain expectations. Who do you want to see it? Look at where
listening and active engagement
your target audience spends time.
from the audience. They provide
With patients and caregivers, talk
a much-needed break from video,
about the disease state and make
while offering the satisfaction of
it be more relatable depending on
podcast/radio, a Twitter-like
where you want to use that concharacter, and the feeling of content. ‘Now This’ has had incredgress all in one. But the goal is one
ible success on TikTok taking lonand the same for pharma stakeger form pieces and crafting
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
holders: authentic conversation.
entertaining points in the one- to
three-minute range.” Tailoring
INFLUENCER MARKETING
the length and style of your conAND AUTHENTICITY
tent for different platforms is a
This past year, there has been buzz around the word authenticity
great strategy to employ, especially if you’ve filmed a significant
and how it relates to the success of a brand. In our September issue,
amount on a particular topic. People use TikTok for short, inforPharm Exec wrote about Biohaven’s Nurtec® ODT. Biohaven took
mal entertainment and information, not overproduced video.
a multifaceted approach—it used an unknown, but relatable and
On the other end of the spectrum, clocking in at 30 to 45 mintrustworthy college-aged everywoman named Ellie as its patient
utes, were long-form, polished videos created by Johnson & Johnadvocate, but also enlisted mega-influencers like Khloe Kardashian
son called “The Road to a Vaccine” and “Eureka Moments.”
and Whoopi Goldberg to offer peer-to-peer advice and represenThese productions, posted on YouTube and LinkedIn, imprestation. With 204 million Instagram followers, Kardashian’s reach
sively pulled together several experts and stakeholders to tell a
and influence is apparent, but even in her case, there’s a stamp of
much-needed story about health to a concerned population. Peoauthenticity—her issues with migraine were well-documented on
ple genuinely addressing people to illuminate important health
Keeping Up With the Kardashians. She tried Nurtec® ODT, had a robust
topics, processes, and key moments proved to be very effective and
response, and became an evangelist for the medication. Vlad Coric,
was praised for its impact.
CEO of Biohaven, told Pharm Exec, “It’s the patient story. We’re
Moving forward into 2022, the collective hope is that we emerge
dedicated to following the patient’s story and telling it in a genuine
from the COVID pandemic to find a much improved “normal,”
way. That’s what we’re about.” And the results speak for themand it will be interesting to see if digital trends will be embraced,
selves—according to Biohaven’s latest update, Nurtec® ODT has
further evolve, or find their way back to a supporting role.
a 57% share of the oral calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)
market in the US versus top competitor Ubrelvy’s 43% share. While
References
there are certainly rules (and pitfalls) to using influencers on social
1. https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/center-drug-evaluation-and-research-cder/
media, it can be an incredibly effective tool. And it all really comes
industry-using-social-media
back to relevance. If it isn’t authentic or “genuine” as Coric stated,
2. https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/03/10/google-sifting-onebillion-health-questions-day/
it’s safe to say it’s not relevant to the vast majority of consumers.

It’s the patient story. We’re
dedicated to following the
patient’s story and telling it
in a genuine way
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Meeting the Patient—Virtually
Standard for reaching patients shifts with influx of new technology in post-COVID world
By Andy Studna

S

ince the start of the COVID-19 pandemic roughly 21
months ago, the term “digitalization” has become a common part of society’s vocabulary. Many industries were
forced to comply with new restrictions during lockdowns
to ensure public safety. The pharma industry was no exception.
Seemingly in the blink of an eye, patients could no longer physically see their doctors, they couldn’t visit their local pharmacy to
pick up necessary prescriptions, and they were left at home with
important questions about their well-being. The solution? To simply bring the information to the patient.
Perhaps it was not so simple at the time, but now, as industry
segues into 2022, digitalization in patient services is at a new high.
In a 2020 survey by BCG and AstraZeneca, over 3,200 patients
and healthcare professionals
(HCPs) were asked what is
most important to patients. The
fourth highest response, at 66%,
MASTER
was “empowering patients via
1
info/services.” With this most
recent push in digital patient services, pharma is accomplishing
just that.
“We are working to e-enable
the entire notion of speed to therapy,” Nicole Hebbert, senior vice
president and head of patient services for UBC and Pharm Exec
Editorial Advisory Board member
says. “How can we best meet patients where they are? Our patients
are presenting themselves as more tech savvy
and more tech enabled. And with that, we
must meet them with/in the devices that
they want to use.”
Behind this upward trend in patient services is the utilization of digital assistants.
While there are other forms of engagement
Nicole Hebbert
such as downloadable apps, they are not
being utilized as much as digital assistants. Ronald Lacy, vice president of product and innovation for UBC, recalls an experience
from his own life where a digital assistant guided him through the
entire scheduling process for his COVID vaccination by not only
collecting basic demographic information, but also collecting
insurance details as well as scheduling his appointment. “As con-

sumers have gotten more and more comfortable with the notion
of guided digital conversations in their life, wherever it is—financial, ordering consumer goods, or going into
emergency rooms—it’s a natural extension
that now starts to happen in patient support
services,” says Lacy.
In addition to digital assistants and apps,
there is a variety of other channels emerging
for patient engagement. Lacy says he is seeRonald Lacy
ing a shift toward guided services. These services can be broken down into messages with a virtual assistant
or more of a news feed where companies are funneling information to the patient at the right time based on the individualized
journey of the patient. He adds
that ultimately it is still about
world-class customer service and
offering the patient an option to
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
obtain information when and
where he or she needs it, including the ability to talk to a live person over the phone. “It’s [about]
meeting the patient where they
want to be met and having those
kinds of flexibilities,” he says.
With a variety of different
patient engagement models out
there, it begs questions such as
which solution works best? Are
there too many options? Hebbert says it depends on where the
patient is in his or her treatment journey. “Are we trying to overcome a specific patient objection? Are we trying to overcome cost?
Are we trying to overcome fear of treatment initiation? Are we
trying to overcome treatment fatigue, or drive persistency and
compliance?” she explains. “The real driver of new technology
is quite honestly, the fact that there is still a broad range of patient
challenges to overcome.”
In terms of there being too many solutions, Hebbert and Lacy
both agree that it isn’t an issue. Hebbert tells Pharm Exec, “UBC
has continued to engage many of the new technology solutions
to align them to products and patients and brands. As leaders in
the industry, it is our responsibility to make sense of technology
for our patients and for our partners.”
While there are many effective patient engagement platforms

Our patients are presenting
themselves as more tech
savvy and more tech enabled.
And with that, we must meet
them with/in the devices that
they want to use
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emerging, there are challenges that the industry needs to address.
Hebbert says it is about control, safety, and privacy. Since healthcare is such a heavily regulated industry, tech companies entering
the space need to understand the responsibilities they are taking
on with patients. Hebbert also suggests that there needs to be trust
and guidance across the board with these tech companies since so
many are still in the pilot phase of creating an engagement service.
Looking at one these services in particular, UBC’s Pathways®
Engage utilizes the digital assistant, guided conversation functionality mentioned earlier. The patient engagement platform features
a real-time, digital concierge named Linda who communicates
important healthcare information to patients via their mobile
device. The goal of the real-time conversations is to achieve meaningful and lasting relationships with patients. “It’s a very flexibletype approach that we have,” Lacy says of the platform. The
concept was initiated in summer 2019 and was launched in April
2020, just weeks following the start of the COVID pandemic.
Going back to the present, it has nearly 18,000 mobile conversations since launch.

As the calendar now shifts to 2022, there will be even more
digital integration forthcoming. As patients and prescribers
continue to face more administrative hurdles as well as higher
copays for the therapies they chose, Lacy sees an opportunity
to give patients and prescribers more access to the information
they need. “The ability for patients to truly own their healthcare data will be transformed in the coming years. New policies
for data blocking and standards such as HL7 FHIR will enable
patients to be more in control of their healthcare data and
allow them to share that information with those they wish to
share it with. This is an exciting time to help shape the future
of patient engagement.”
Hebbert concludes, “We’re really excited about 2022
because although we operate in an ever-changing landscape,
what we see in the future is an even more informed and empowered patient.”
Reference

1. https://www.bcg.com/publications/2020/what-patients-want-is-pharmadelivering#close-modal

Addressing Access Burdens
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS

Employer-sponsored health plans create an increasingly cloudy path to access
By Lisa Henderson

A

ccording to the US Census Bureau, Current Population Survey (2019 and 2021 Annual Social and
Economic Supplement), approximately 61.6% of
eligible insured adults between 18 and 64 received
coverage from an employer-based healthcare plan in 2021.1
Specifically, in regard to prescription drug benefits, KFF found
that among employers with 500 or more employees in 2021,
18% have programs that exclude subsidies from prescription
drug manufacturers, such as coupons, from counting toward an
enrollee’s deductible or out-of-pocket limit. Among these same
employers, 13% made a change to their prescription program
in the last two years to delay the inclusion of new high-cost drug
therapies until the therapy is proven effective.2
How can pharma manufacturers communicate to employers the disservice they
are creating through their health plan
choices for their employees? And ultimately, to themselves?
It’s not that simple, says industry veteran
John M. O’Brien, president and CEO of
John M. O’Brien
the National Pharmaceutical Council
(NPC) a health policy research organization. “Pharma companies need to understand there are different places within com-

panies where benefits conversations happen,” he explains. “It
does start with education, but the goals of the people making
drug benefits decisions may be different than the goals of the
senior vice president of human resources or the CFO.”
But how the decisions are made is where the trail gets tricky.
And it’s only been made trickier in the past three years since
Pharm Exec last delved into this topic.3 “Most of the employers
are dealing with brokers who often have a financial relationship
with a PBM or health plan, and different people at drug companies may have responsibility for those relationships,” says
O’Brien. Employers, employees, government agencies, and manufacturers all seek transparency, he adds, and yet the black box
has become more opaque.
Further, notes O’Brien, more third-party entities are pitching new approaches to employers, brokers, and insurers. “It
makes sense that entrepreneurs are seeking to disrupt $350
billion in drug spend, but not all of the business models are as
good for patients as they are the vendor.”
To better understand these challenges, the NPC conducts
research and publishes peer-reviewed studies as well as white
papers on topics such as patient-centered formulary and benefit design,4 and many other areas that concern pharma and
the need for innovation and good evidence in science. Their
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research in the employee/patient area centers squarely on the
effect of the choices employers are making, which can—intentionally or unintentionally—negatively impact their own
employees.5 And while the discussions traditionally occurred in
the form of healthcare coalitions, where pharma and health
plans have had many helpful employer discussions, O’Brien
notes the situation is not getting better and manufacturers are
now reaching out directly to
employers themselves.
O’Brien listed the increasing
barriers for employees to receiving the right therapies for them,
all centered on individual costs
and access: aggressive tiered formularies with high patient cost
sharing, a blurring of the line
between medical and pharmacy
benefit, increased employee share of premiums, higher deductibles, copay accumulators and maximizers. The list is becoming more unmanageable, as well as difficult for even employers
to understand the schedule of benefits. “It’s just like closing
on a house,” explains O’Brien. “They just sign off on all of
the pages.”
O’Brien, whose background prior to the NPC includes a
MASTER
robust mix of academia, industry, and government positions—including serving as senior advisor to the Secretary
of HHS and deputy assistant secretary of planning and evaluation; senior policy positions in the life sciences and managed care industries, including at CareFirst BlueCross
BlueShield; and academic appointments, including senior
fellow at the USC-Schaeffer Center for Health Policy and
Economics and clinical assistant professor at the Rutgers
Pharmaceutical Industry Fellowship program—notes that no
one is fully apprised of the nuances of an employee benefit
plan or its explanation of benefits—including himself. He
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explains recently reviewing the schedule of benefits for a close
friend and his wife and seeing no red flags buried in the paperwork. Three months later, after the wife was stabilized on her
specialty rheumatoid drug through a patient access program,
she was provided a bill from the plan that she had maxed out
her copay in an accumulator plan. “She had to forego taking
the drug. It’s the worst thing to be on a drug and stable, and
then have to interrupt that therapy,” says O’Brien. “As a pharmacist, it really pains me when
patients can’t get their medications. And, I say this as a person
taking care of two parents and
navigating benefits…it’s something I personally care about.”
Against all of this, employers
are inadvertently creating a loselose situation for their bottom line, as they experience productivity loss and absenteeism due to employees’ time off to attend
to the medical results of prescription instability (their own or
their loved ones) and employee dissatisfaction with their
employer because of their own increased payments into the
healthcare plan.
“Drugs can keep patients out of the hospital and out of acute
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
care. Medicines make an employer spend less on the total medical
cost of an employee. Employers are erecting barriers that are, in
my mind, pennywise and pound foolish,” concludes O’Brien.

As a pharmacist, it really
pains me when patients can’t
get their medications
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Branding Takes on a New Look
Pharma moves beyond promoting products to increase recognition of company names
By Fran Pollaro

B

efore March 2020, many potential developments and
trends discussed in the pharmaceutical industry in relation to sales and marketing were slow-tracked or met
with good old-fashioned resistance. When the pandemic hit and the world stopped, implementation of these stifled
potentialities accelerated quickly. The first to come to mind are
virtual interaction and digital adoption. In addition, a trend less

predictable came to the forefront: Certain pharma corporate
brands rose to prominence and entered everyday consumer
badge-brand conversations alongside household heroes like
Apple, Microsoft (PC), Amazon, Netflix, Nike, etc. These are
brands that now have certified street cachet, even though pharma
corporate brands failed to crack the world’s most extensive brand
equity study Kantar Brandz™ top 100 this past year—a study
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composed of nearly 4 million consumer interviews covering
18,500 brands across 512 categories in 51 markets.
While it seems as if the rise was initially more of an accident
than a conscious decision in this case, the question remains:
“Will pharma companies continue to run with the exposure or
fall back on other more traditional approaches like product
branding?” It’s likely a bit more complicated than that,
of course.
In an effort to release society from the COVID-19 shackles,
the development of mRNA vaccines was fast-tracked and lauded
as an incredible achievement and potential liberator and savior.
Because products can’t be branded before FDA approval, it’s
safe to say that Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) catapulted
three corporate brands into the spotlight of American consciousness: Pfizer, an industry behemoth and logistics/testing partner
for BioNTech, a vaccine developer; Moderna, a compact singlefocused upstart that wasn’t generating much revenue prior to
the pandemic; and Johnson & Johnson (J&J), perhaps the only
pharma corporate brand that had any significant amount of
brand recognition in the United States, thanks to its consumer
products. Many people can still conjure memory of the cursive
logo on a box of Band-Aids or baby powder.
By default, the EUA vaccines became the Pfizer vaccine, the
Moderna vaccine, and the J&J vaccine, respectively, and for betMASTER
ter or worse. At this point, it’s worked out quite nicely for Pfizer
and Moderna, while potentially damaging the J&J brand. Then
again, with J&J’s recent strategic split of consumer and pharma/
medical device businesses, it might be a case of any publicity
being good publicity. Time will certainly tell.
But for the time being, Pfizer, the leader of the pack, forecasting $36 billion in vaccine revenue for 2021 in its Q3 financial statement, is advertising its corporate brand like never
before, sponsoring several media outlets’ morning and evening
programs, sports, and weather, and appearing in late night skits,
social media, radio spots, and TV commercials. Even though
Comirnaty has been approved, its brand recognition is nearly
non-existent, and Pfizer is staying the course with ads that don’t
mention the patented product and, in turn, have the advantage
of not displaying fair balance—“Don’t Miss Your Shot” is the
latest TV spot, starring Brooklyn Nets’ player Bruce Brown.
Today, people wear their Pfizer, Moderna or J&J badge proudly,
which is a phenomenon that’s never really existed in the history
of corporate pharma brands. It must be something to build on.
Pharm Exec reached out to Beth Beck, a member of Fingerpaint’s leadership team, who commented, “When it comes to
branding in general, in the past, a classic brand manager dealt
with simpler branding structures. Now, many companies have
not only multiple products but also several therapeutic areas/
divisions. If you also layer on the complexity of a fragmented
and complex healthcare market, there is a greater need to con-
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sider overarching brand architecture. Over the past several years,
at Fingerpaint, we are seeing more and more pharma companies
adopting an approach to divisional marketing—meaning Company X Oncology or Company Y Immunology. This type of
divisional branding helps build credibility. It paves the road for
pipeline products. It allows companies to sell a technology or
platform. And, it can attract talent.”
The general idea in the past was that adverse reactions or
issues associated with a certain product might hurt the overarching corporate brand, which makes sense considering the high
stakes of dealing with life, death, well-being, and illness. Today,
there’s a lot of talk about the empowered patient/consumer.
These people, armed with the internet and a sincere interest,
want to know where their medications are coming from and
what the corporate brand behind these products represents. If
there’s an issue, a quick Google search will reveal all, so is there
a point in concealing the corporate brand anymore? If you think
about it, mega blockbusters like Humira and Keytruda are only
really recognized by healthcare professionals (HCPs), payers,
and patients, when they could have brought positive brand recognition to AbbVie and Merck, respectively, even if only for the
years remaining on the patent. The corporate brand has been
nearly invisible to the vast majority of consumers—surely, that
shouldn’t be the case going forward.
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
Pharm Exec turned to Christina Falzano, managing director
of Conran Design Group, for an opinion:
“I think the increased prominence of corporate pharma
brands is likely to continue even after the pandemic wanes in a
couple of ways. Corporate brands can act as a stamp of quality
and reassurance giving confidence to stakeholders (patients, caregivers, payers, HCPs, investors) in a new drug or indication.
Alternatively, corporate brands can benefit from the halo associated with breakthrough and blockbuster drugs. In some
instances, I think we will see the connection made explicit
through an endorsement model (X Pharmaceutical Drug by Y
Pharmaceutical Company), while in others I anticipate the connection being less direct, perhaps being implicitly suggested
through the use of connected elements in the corporate and
product brand identities: similar or shared color palettes, typography, or design elements, or even naming conventions.”
As we move through 2022, Pharm Exec will eagerly keep an
eye on the market to see how this all plays out. At base, pharmaceutical companies don’t have the ability to capture the attention of every single customer like a Nike, for example, who is
looking for customers with feet; they’re more limited in scope
and about targeting certain groups of patients for specific conditions. That said, the spotlight gained by Pfizer, Moderna, and
J&J will likely not be overlooked. In some shape or form, expect
corporate brands to be more involved in the future in order to
gain an edge.
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China Invests in Building Biotech
Government-led programs aim to attract scientists and offer resources to growing industry
By Julian Upton

I

t’s more than six years since the Chinese government
announced its 10-year “Made in China” national strategic
plan to become the global leader in a number of high-tech
industries. In the eyes of the West, biotech was an unexpected part of that plan; most observers understood that China’s
strength lay in manufacturing and other areas of the plan’s focus,
such as IT and robotics. But since 2015, the Chinese government
has doubled down on its support for biotech, investing huge
amounts of money to stimulate innovation in the sector, both to
meet the country’s huge domestic unmet healthcare needs and to
be competitive on the world stage. An explosion of Chinese venture capital firms also means there is a huge amount of capital
available independent of the government, notes Pharm Exec’s Editorial Advisor Peter Young. And there are new options for raising
capital close to home; the Hong Kong Stock Exchange relaxed
listing rules in 2018 to allow pre-revenue biotechs with a market
cap of at least HKD1.5 billion ($190 million) to go public. This
MASTER
was followed by the launch of Shanghai’s STAR Board (a stock
trading market dedicated to pre-revenue tech companies) in 2019.
In terms of Chinese partnerships with Western firms, Rachel
Howard, director at the Research Partnership, observes that “the
attention multinational pharma companies have paid to Chinese
biotech when it comes to tapping into local R&D hubs and outlicensing their drugs has continued to ramp
up.” She points out that “in the last year
alone, the number and dollar value of these
deals looks to have gathered pace.” An
October 2021 report by McKinsey reported
12 major out-licensing deals with Chinese
firms in the last 12 months, and just last
Rachel Howard
month (December 2021), Lilly announced
an up-to $1.5 billion investment in China’s Regor Therapeutics.
“But the standout deal for me,” Howard tells Pharm Exec, “is
Novartis’ strategic collaboration agreement with BeiGene to inlicense their PD-1 tislelizumab in major markets outside of China
for $2.2 billion.” Howard expects more of the same in 2022 “as
other companies look to get in on the act,” with oncology likely
to continue to be a big focus.
At the same time, the bigger Chinese biotech players are
starting to look outward to build their own commercial teams
and capabilities in the US, rather than relying on out-licensing,
says Howard. The number of filings for FDA approval by Chinese drugmakers was higher in 2021 than in preceding years.

“Domestic drug pricing pressures in the Chinese market mean
China needs to seek profits overseas, so logically is turning to
the US,” adds Howard.
However, the trend that has for decades seen Chinese
researchers come to train at the leading Western universities
and then stay to work for Western biopharma companies is
turning. The university system in China has been “beefed up
considerably,” says Young; the government’s heavy investment
in higher education has seen “the number of high-quality engineering, biotech, and biochemistry graduates go up dramatically.” In addition, “globally bred” Chinese scientists working
in the West are returning home, says Howard, a result of Chinese programs to attract STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) talent with overseas experience and, ideally, exposure in high-impact publications. Howard also observes
that there are attempts to create bio clusters in China—similar
to those in Massachusetts and California in the US and in
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
Oxford and Cambridge in England—which aim to facilitate
collaboration between academia, education, and industry.
“There are likely countless examples along China’s east coast,
but notable is the city of Suzhou, Jiangsu, which is home to
BioBAY industrial park and Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University.” While this setup “feels less organic and more forced compared with the US and UK examples,” and its true benefits are
probably more aspirational than real, she adds, the model
“makes sense… and feels like an inevitable must-have if China
is to move away from its reliance on overseas links to foster truly
home-grown, self-sufficient, and perpetuating talent.”
There has also been fallout from the US Department of Justice’s “China Initiative,” which has targeted researchers at US
universities with suspected but undeclared links to China in a
bid to combat the theft of intellectual property. Around 50 Chinese scientists and engineers have been investigated on charges
as serious as fraud and espionage, but many cases were ultimately dropped. The first case to go to jury trial, that of the
University of Tennessee scientist Anming Hu, was thrown out
for lack of evidence. “The negative result of this is that some
Chinese scientists are going back to China saying, ‘If I’m going
to be persecuted here, maybe I should leave,’” says Young. “So,
the US is actually damaging itself by going after these scientists.”
LOOKING TOWARD 2025
While China reaches for its 2025 target, there are still issues
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associated with its pharma and biotech sector that are problematic for the West. One of these, says Howard, is the suboptimal
international reputation of Chinese made products. While she
has seen some progress here, “there’s still a long way to go.” She
explains, “Despite the flurry of investments, to date only a handful of drugs developed in China have garnered FDA and EMA
approval—the holy grail that confers credibility to a company’s
R&D capability. COVID vaccines are a good example of this.
Chinese-made CoronaVac and Sinopharm may be the most
widely-used COVID vaccines globally, but they’re not taken
seriously by the West.”
Young agrees that China is still behind in regard to things
like advanced mRNA technology. Most of China’s success
originally was in making generics and using legacy drug development technologies. “They’re catching up, but they’re still
behind the US,” he says, “which has more advanced technology and more advanced research capabilities in its universities
and institutions. And the level of technical expertise at the
Chinese universities is still much lower than in the US.”
Indeed, when considering how fast China is moving, it’s
important to remember that the US market “is not standing
still either,” says Young. “The US has got the best ecosystem

for biopharma development in the world. With its research,
access to research, funding, people, etc., it’s an ecosystem that
really drives success.” The sector has also seen its stock rise
over the last two years because of the
development of COVID vaccines. “That’s
important because it has allowed the US
government to continue with its strong
funding of the NIH and FDA, etc.” So,
while the gap between US and Chinese
biotech is narrowing, there is still a gap.
Peter Young
Of course, the Chinese industry will
continue to advance significantly into 2022 and beyond. But
for Young, the country’s goal of becoming a global biotech
powerhouse in by 2025 is not realistic. “China has a better
chance in some of the other industries that the 2025 plan
identifies; it’s clear, for example, that the country may have
already caught up, or surpassed the West, in terms of artificial
intelligence. But, given the nature of biotech, I think reaching
a position of global leadership in this area is going to take
China a little longer.”
As Young concludes, these trends present both opportunities
and challenges for the Western biopharma industry.
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Keeping Tabs on Quality
The Rise of Digital
Industry experts convene for discussion on new quality management systems

A

t a recent roundtable convened by Veeva Systems,
MASTER
the participants discussed the use of quality systems in pharma companies. Industry is at an
inflection point with many companies shifting
from legacy on-premise apps or a hybrid of paper, manual processes, and some electronic systems. However, with the mix of
modernization and an increase of mergers and acquisitions,
there is a perfect storm whereof investment and change bring
in modern cloud applications.
As the industry accelerates toward digital and agile quality systems, connections
with partners, paperless processes, and
being more proactive in quality management are key themes that are emerging. In
this discussion—led by Mike Jovanis, vice
president, Vault Quality, Veeva Systems—
Mike Jovanis
the following experts share their views: Bryony Borneo, quality assurance director, Emmes; Sanjeev Kumar,
senior director, Data Integrity and Technology, Vertex Pharmaceuticals; and Stephanie Mungle, director, Quality Compliance,
Supernus Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Jovanis: What barriers are you seeing your industry peers struggle with
that can keep change from happening? Any guidance or advice into how
those barriers can be overcome?
Borneo: Personally, as a former auditor, I grew used to having

sheets of paper around me. And while that’s great to check and

mark things off, it’s not very good for being
proactive. It’s not very good for data collection. It’s not very good for metrics.
Transitioning people like me, who came
from a lab and went into quality, to something electronic or digital, can be a big
challenge. Many of us don’t realize it, but
we are not as willing to adapt to that electronic and digital world as we think we are.

THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS

Bryony Borneo

Kumar: I completely agree, moving from paper to electronic
remains a major challenge. That feeling of losing physical control is something that holds people back. It is more of a cultural
thing, especially in the quality space.
With so many disparate systems out there, so much unstructured data stored all over the place, it becomes a huge task to
get organized. Modernizing and moving
toward automated systems helps, but as
some industries don’t have cohesive or
coherent policies for critical aspects such
as data retention, it makes it hard to classify the data.
Then there is a challenge related to an
Sanjeev Kumar
abundance of structured and unstructured
data that makes it hard to analyze and build analytics by using
conventional technologies. Shifting to digital and data classification/organization can help develop deep insights into big data
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and drive automation of business processes, thus unlocking the
underlying business value.
Mungle: Another barrier I’ve seen is that there are a lot of sys-

tems out there, and companies don’t quite know which one to
go with. What’s this going to cost me?
What resources will I need to help implement such a system?
I think a lot of organizations have realized in the last two years, working through
COVID-19 and
having to exeStephanie Mungle
cute from home,
that using a paper-based system is
almost impossible to manage when
everyone is working remotely. We’ve
seen an acceleration over the last couple of years of companies moving
from paper-based to digital solutions,
and they’re seeing benefits.

I’ve hosted more audits recently this year than I expected.
And I’m wondering if there’s going to be more audits now
because the industry realized these audits can be completed
remotely. In the past, somebody would always have to come
on site. This shift has the potential to change the industry for
the better.
Audits can become shorter and more frequent, taking up
only one or two days to do a pulse check, as opposed to an audit
every three years where inspectors come in for multiple days.
Now you can do those periodic pulse checks quicker and easier
using the cloud. It will be interesting
to see how that evolves over time.

We’ve seen an
acceleration over the
last couple of years of
companies moving from
paper-based to digital
solutions

Kumar: Our organization has a large

footprint across the globe, so last year
we had a number of auditors or inspectors from European countries accessing records virtually. We had the ability to offer access to those records,
which simplifies the auditing process.
We also work with a large set of
Jovanis: Bridging off those responses,
CMOs and CROs, just like many other
over the past two years, the industry has
companies, across the globe. And we
quickly adapted ways to operate in a virrely heavily on collaborating with them
MASTER THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
tual and a remote capacity. Can you comon various documentation from simple
ment on how your use of modern cloud systems has helped you
quality agreements to very specific docs like deviations.
operate in a virtual or remote environment? Any use cases like auditCloud solutions have given us flexibility to create a secure
ing and engaging with your third-party partners? Lastly, how do you
place to share that content without transmitting them through
think differently about those things now that we’ve gone through
emails or other relatively less organized means.
the pandemic?
Mungle: Auditing is a great example. We’ve had to learn how
Jovanis: Companies are standardizing processes, documents, and training. Is that within individual companies, or are you noticing more crossto audit virtually, and if you’re still using a paper system, that
company collaboration, aimed toward achieving standardization?
makes it very difficult to try to do. On the other hand, when
Kumar: Recently, we have become more aware of data stanyou have a digital solution, you can join via Zoom, Microsoft
dardization to pull out developing trends and insights from the
Teams, WebEx, or use different mechanisms, pull up your
data we have. One of the big barriers there is everyone attrisystem, and show auditors your procedures. Having a digital
butes data in different ways. That makes it harder to
solution has changed the way that we’re doing audits, espestandardize.
cially as we collaborate with companies around the globe. I
For instance, contract manufacturing organizations, they use
don’t know if this is going to be the future of auditing, but
their own internal standards. To streamline how we work
that’s one of the benefits of digital solutions.
We’ve revamped our auditing program, and I am in contact
together, we are motivating them to move toward one standardwith other companies as well who are taking a similar approach,
ized set of parameters. What we realize in that process is that
under the impression that remote auditing will become a stanour partners are moving in that direction because many of their
dard. As COVID-19 evolves and we advance how we work,
clients are asking for the same thing.
remote audits will help. I see them continuing and evolving
Putting a global lens on this, at least in Europe, there is a big
over time.
push for data standardization via IDMP regulations. Industries
can generally drive to achieve Quality 4.0 benchmarks by stanBorneo: Yes, I agree. We’re likely going to have more remote
dardizing their quality management systems.
audits where people come on-site the first time to see your shop,
This is not just insular to one company. For instance, we
see that you exist, see what your facility is like.
routinely work with our key service providers, like Veeva, and
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connect with their clients to form enterprise-level steering committees to better engage and share learnings that can advance
the industry. At that level, the discussion is not limited to standardizing the data, but also adopting the compatible and modern solutions so that we are moving in lockstep.
Borneo: I think as an industry we have a way to go to standardize how we do things. I came from a GLP facility, where we
tended to be a little more standardized in how things were done across
the companies. GCP, that’s an area
that we still are exploring.
I’ve seen a trend where companies
are becoming more standard, while
industry standards and expectations
aren’t written into ICH E6 R2. They
are becoming more: This is what
we’re going to audit against, these are
the expectations we have, how you do
your business, and here is how we
expect others to do the business.
That’s helping drive standardization.
The further we get along with these
digital systems and the less dependent we become on paper,
MASTER
that’s going to help standardize.
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It’s an interesting debate on how far you take that, because driving
industry concurrence and getting alignment is a whole different exercise.
And we didn’t try to do that. We figured if we’ve done 400 implementations, we have enough learnings to be in a reasonable position to share
them with the industry.
Kumar: I think you’ve touched upon good points in terms of

industry best practices. I have seen an increasing prevalence of
data dictionaries within organizations, especially as they are
simplifying or standardizing processes.
Those become the bedrock for the
simplification and standardization of
data. And with regulatory changes
like the ISO IDMP standards that are
coming from Europe, those standards
are driving companies to standardize.
There is a push as well as there is a
pull for standardization.
We have seen so much change in
the industry, not only with technologies, but even the science side of
things is changing rapidly. With limited time, the industry has had to
reinvent the supply chain, for
instance. It has been a major challenge. There’s one that the
THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS
industry is focusing on, and we are focusing very heavily on,
which is organizational change management.
Business change management has become such a critical
factor. We are not just looking at the pain points that the business has or these new things that we want to do, so therefore
let’s go to a new technology. We’re really digging in to understand how this will impact the user community, how they will
embrace the change.

The further we get along
with these digital
systems and the less
dependent we become on
paper, that’s going to
help standardize

Mungle: Very well put. With more companies moving to digital

solutions, we are driving some of that standardization of data.
That trend will continue.

Jovanis: Digital systems are a vehicle for standardization. Veeva
has delivered our quality solutions to all customers with embedded
best practices, and initially, it was not intended for standardization.
It was intended to take friction out of the deployment processes
and to prevent quality leaders from reinventing the wheel in every
implementation.
Because if these things are established spaces with an emerged best
practice, you shouldn’t have to reinvent the wheel every time. And we’ve
observed exactly what has been described in this Q&A. That the more
you’re able to get people to conform to best practices, you do begin to
drive standardization.
To help the industry, we made available a reference model for quality content management earlier this year. The model takes the best
practices that are embedded in our applications and documents them
in a way that could be publicly consumed by people who aren’t necessarily our customers.
We got a positive response and people appreciated having something to draw from. Something that can be used as an objective starting point so that they don’t have to reinvent the wheel before a technology implementation.
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Biotechs Look to
Escape Notorious
‘Valley of Death’
Funding process for biotech companies presents challenging
obstacles en route to product development

I

nnovative biotechnology companies have the potential to
transform healthcare, developing new therapies that may
improve, as well as extend, the lives of patients. To deliver
on this promise is an epic journey that may take one to two
decades, unimaginable amounts of cash, and surviving the notorious “valley of death.”
It all begins with a discovery typically coming out of grantfunded research in academia. The startup is born and often
supported through “seed” funding from friends and family. The
sexiest technologies that elicit exciting promise of new scientific
MASTER
frontiers or the next silver bullet that may cure a specific disease
can shoot these new company valuations into the stratosphere.
Venture investors compete to find the next unicorn (companies
with a valuation greater than $1 billion) and are willing to place
smart bets on the most promising discoveries. Despite the fact
that these early biotechnologies are unproven with virtually zero
clinical data, company valuations soar as they are fueled by a
“hope premium” characteristic to the promise driving “discovery euphoria.”
The initial surge of funding for biotechnologies comes at the
discovery stage. At this point, the therapy is still at the benchtop:
No animal testing or human studies have been done to prove its
effectiveness, and therefore no safety issues have come to light.
Investors at this stage are trading on a hope premium that’s based
solely on the idea of the product’s potential, since there is no concrete proof of its safety or effectiveness. Companies may raise tens,
even hundreds of millions of dollars at this stage without treating
a single patient; however, difficult times are just around the corner.
Discovery euphoria quickly fades as the company quietly transitions from benchtop to pre-clinical (animal) research. Utilizing
its new pile of capital, the company expands by adding people,
facilities, and often new targets or technology into the pipeline.
Advancing through pre-clinical studies and then human clinical
trials is the major focus. This early development period is abundant with risk across all fronts that may threaten the feasibility
of the technology and even the viability of the company.

CHRISTOPHER J. CALHOUN
Chairman & CEO of PARACRINE

The cash begins to flow, or rather to flow out. Losses accumulate and the amount of cash in the bank evaporates. There
is a constant race to achieve meaningful milestones that de-risk
the technology and demonstrate progress to unlock access to the
next tranche of essential capital to march forward before the
current cash is gone. This iterative cycle may continue at this
stage for five to 10 years, leading to investor fatigue, shareholder
dilution, and an increasing cost of capital as valuations often
suffer from the long road across the valley of death, which is pitted with inevitable but often unexpected landmines that can
SCIENCE
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disrupt
progress
even risk survival. Few survive the gauntlet.
Success in early human safety studies may provide a new
source of tailwind to push forward, but typically this isn’t enough
to elevate depressed valuations as significant risks remain with
larger, longer, higher-cost trials ahead. The majority of investors
and strategic partners wait for results from the next step: Phase
II/IIb clinical trials before committing significant capital.
Positive Phase II/IIb clinical trial data triggers a value inflection point that may benefit from two parallel forces. First, the
investor base may expand to include a large new class of institutional investors that invest in late-stage biotech companies.
Increasing demand for and higher trading volume of company
stock increases share price as new investors build a position in
the company. Second, large strategic players are always on the
hunt for promising products to add to their portfolio. Typically,
“strategics” look for positive Phase II/IIb data as the entry point
for partnership or acquisition, as the risk profile has been substantially reduced. With a limited number of viable technologies
with robust Phase II/IIb data, competition may be intense for
high-quality product candidates, further driving up value.
Now that the company has successfully navigated the valley
of death, management can focus on late-stage trials and prepare
for commercialization. The company should be well positioned
to secure additional capital or a strategic partner to advance
through the final clinical trials to market approval and to deliver
on the promise to both patients and shareholders.
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